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!B. Abstract 
Single-crystal samples af undoped and doped Hg Cd Te were annealed at varying temperatures 
-X X 
and partial pressures of Hg. Hall effect and mobili&y measurements were carried out on these 
samples after quenching to room teqerature. Based on the variation of the carrier concentration 
and the carrier mobility as a function of the partial pressure of Hg temperature, and dopant 
concentration, defect models have been established for the doped and the undopeti crystals. These 
models indicate that the native acceptor defects in both Hg Cd Te and Eg 6Cd0 4Te are doubly 
ionized and the native donor defects are negligible in conc%@ra?iin, implying that p-to-n conver- 
sion i.1 these alloys occurs due only to residual donors. Incorporation mechanisms of copper, 
indium, iodine and phosphorus have been investigsted. Copper and indium appear to occupy only Hg 
lattice sites acting as single acceptor and single donor, respectively; whereas, iodine is found 
to act as a single donor occupying only Te lattice sites. A large concentration of indium is 
found to be incorporated as In Te with only a small fraction acting as donors. In crystals doped 
with iodine, a large fraction gf ?odine is found to be paired with the native acceptor defects. 
Results oc crystals doped with phosphorus indicate that phosphorus behaves amphoterically, acting 
as a donor on Hg lattice sites and as an acceptor intersitially on Te lattice sites. A majority 
of the phosphorus is found to be present as neutral species formed from the pairing reaction be- 
tween phosphorus on Hg lattice sites and phosphorus in interstitial sites. Equilibrium constants 
for the intrinsic excitation reaction, as well as for the incorporation of the different dopants 
and the native acceptor defects, have all been established. These constants satisfactorily explain 
all the experimental results in the undoped as well as the doped crystals. 
As a result of the work performed on this program, it is possible to predict the nature and 
concentration of defecrs obtained in Hg Cd Te compounds as a function of the annealing temper- 1-x x 
ature, partial pressure of Hg, and dopant concentration. It is now possible to vary the concen- 
tration of defects controllably as a function of the crystal preparation conditions and in turn 
correlate the physical characteristics, such as carrier lifetime and carrier concentrations with 
defect centers in the crystals. 
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This technical repor t  covers the work performed by Honeywell 
Electro-Opt i c s  Operations, Lexington, Massachusetts from December 18, 1978 t o  
February 17, 1982 under the NASA sponsored program e n t i t l e d  "Defect Chemistry 
and Characterization o f  (Hg,Cd)TeW on Contract NAS8-33245. The ob jec t ive  o f  
t h i s  program i s  t o  study and formalize the defect chemistry o f  (Hg,Cd)Te and t o  
evaluq:te and select character izat ion methods for the material  . 
The pr inc ipa l  inves t iga tor  i s  Dr. H. R. Vydyanath, providing the 
overa l l  technical d i rec t i on  f o r  the program. Technical assistance during the 
various phases o f  the program has been provided by D. A. Nelson, J. C. Donovan, 
P. Crickard, A. Barnes, and R. C. Abbott. R. A. Lancaster and D. A. Nelson 
generously furnished a1 1 the c rys ta ls  required f o r  the program. 
SECTION 2 
I WTRODUCTI ON 
Hgl-,CdxTe i s  a var iable bandgap a1 l ay  semiconductor extensively 
used f o r  i n f ra red  applications. Detector performance close t o  the theore t ica l  
1 i m i t s  imposed by i n f ra red  imaging systems requi res extreme cont ro l  f o r  compo- 
s i t i o n a l  uni formi ty ,  c a r r i e r  concentration, and c a r r i e r  1 i fet ime. The program 
deals w i th  the study o f  the nature and concentration of the l a t t i c e  defects 
incorporated i n t o  Hgl,xCdxTe a1 loys as a funct ion o f  the physiochemical 
condit ions o f  preparation; namely, the temperature, the p a r t i a l  pressures o f  
the const i tuent elements, and/or the concentration o r  the a c t i v i t y  of the  
dopant being incorporated. 
Undoped, donor-doped, and acceptor-doped Hg l,xCdxTe samples are 
annealed a t  various temperatures i n  su i tab le  Hg atmospheres. The samples are 
quenched t o  room temperature from the high temperatures. Hal l  e f fec t  and 
r e s i s t i v i t y  measurements are car r ied  out at 77 K t o  determine th r  c a r r i e r  con- 
centrat ions and mobi 1 i t ies .  The var ia t ion  o f  the c a r r i e r  concentrations as a 
funct ion o f  the p a r t i a l  pressdre o f  Hg and/or the  dopant concentration i s  used 
t o  a r r i v e  a t  defect models f o r  the doped and the undoped crystals.  
A t  the end o f  the 36 month period o f  the program, s i g n i f i c a n t  accom- 
plishments have been made toward understanding the nature o f  l a t t i c e  defects 
and the mode o f  incorporat ion o f  d i f f e r e n t  dopants. For the  f i r s t  t ime i n  
1 i terature, the defect s t ructures o f  undoped Hgo. &d 0. 4Te (s) undoped, 
copper doped, indium doped, iodine doped, and phosphorus doped Hgo,8Cdo.2T~ 
( s )  have a l l  been established. The nat ive acceptor defects have been found t o  
be doubly ionized both Hgo.6Cdo.4Te (s)  and Hgo.8Cdo.nTe (s). Nat ive 
donor defects are found t o  be neg l i g ib le  i n  concentration i n  these a l l oys  and 
the o r i g i n  o f  p-type t o  n-type conversion has been shown t o  be due t o  res idual  
fore ign donors and not due t o  nat ive donor defects. 
Of the  dopants studied, copper and indium have been found t o  occupy 
on ly  Hg l a t t i c e  s i t e s  a c t i n g  w i t h  s i n g l e  acceptor and donor e l e c t r i c a l  a c t i v i -  
t i e s  respect ive ly ,  whereas i od ine  i s  found t o  ac t  as a s i n g l e  donor occupying 
on ly  Te l a t t i c e  s i tes.  A l a rge  concentrat ion o f  indium i s  found t o  be i nco r -  
porated as In2Te3 w i t h  on ly  a small f r a c t i o n  ac t i ng  as donors. Crys ta ls  doped 
w i t h  iod ine  are found t o  be saturated w i t h  the metal i od ide  w i t h  a l a rge  f r a c -  
t i o n  of iod ine  being pa i red  w i t h  the  na t i ve  acceptor defects. Resul ts on 
c r y s t a l s  doped w i t h  phosphorus i nd i ca te  t h a t  phosphorus behaves anphote r i ca l l y  
a c t i n g  as a donor on Hg l a t t i c e  s i t e s  and as an acceptor i n t e r s t i t i a l l y  on Te 
l a t t i c e  s i tes .  Thermodynamic constants have been estab l ished f o r  t he  incorpor-  
a t i o n  of the  na t i ve  defects as we l l  as the  d i f f e ren t  doqants. These constants 
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  exp la in  a l l  the  experimental resu l t s .  
The f o l l ow ing  presentat ions and pub l i ca t ions  have resu l t ed  from t h e  
work performed throughout t he  dura t ion  o f  t h i s  program 
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A 1  loys," HCT Workshop, Minneapolis, MN, 28-30 October 1981. . 
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Mater ia ls  Research Society Annual Meeting, Boston, MA, 16-19 November 
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9. H. R. Vydyanath and F. A. Kroger, "Doping Behavior o f  Iodine i n  
Hgo. &d o.zTe," J. Electronic  Materials, - 11, 111 (1982). 
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SECTION 3 
TECHNICAL DETAILS 
Ha l l  e f f e c t  and e l e c t r i c a l  r e s i s t i v i t y  measurements were t he  main 
t o o l s  u t i l i z e d  i n  charac te r i z ing  the defects i n  the present program. The 
v a r i a t i o n  i n  the c a r r i e r  concent ra t ion and c a r r i e r  m o b i l i t y  i n  the c r y s t a l s - -  
c.ac,led t o  room temperature subsequent t o  anneals a t  h igh temperatures under 
d i f f e r e n t  p a r t i a l  pressures o f  Hg--was used t o  a r r i v e  a t  defect  models i n  t h e  
undoped as wel l  as the  doped c rys ta ls .  This sect ion,  dea l ing w i t h  the work 
performed from December 18, 1978 t o  February 17, 1982, presents the techn ica l  
deta i  1s o f  the work i n  the form of f i v e  papers which were submitted f o r  pub1 i- 
cat ion  i n  s c i e n t i f i c  l i t e r a t u r e .  Of these, four  have already been publ ished i n  
the  journa ls  o f  Electrochemical Society and E lec t ron ic  Mater ia ls .  The f i f t h  
one has been submitted t o  the Journal of Appl ied Physics and has not  y e t  been 
published. The d e t a i l s  o f  the pub l i ca t ions ;  the t i t l e s ,  the authors '  names, 
the name o f  the journa l  and the page numbers are furn ished below. 
1. H. R. Vydyanath, " L a t t i c e  Defects i n  Semiconducting Hg l,xCdxTe 
A1 1 oys, " I-Defect S t ruc tu re  of Undoped and Copper Doped Hgo , &do ,2Te, 
J. Electrochem. Soc. 128, 2609 (1981). 
2. H. R. Vydyanath, " L a t t i c e  Defects i n  Semiconducting Hg1-,CdxTe 
Al loys, "  11-Defect S t ruc tu re  o f  Indium Doped Hgo, &do. 2Te, 3. Elec t ro -  
chem. Soc. 128, 2619 (1981). 
3. H. R. Vydyanath, 3. C. Donovan, and D. A. Nelson, " L a t t i c e  Defects i n  
Setticonducting Hgl,xCdxTe A1 loys,"  I I I-Defect S t ruc tu re  of Undaped 
Hgo .6Cdo .,,Te," J. Electrochem. Soc. 128, 2625 (1981). 
4. H. R. Vydyanath and F. A. Kroger, "Doping Behavior o f  Iod ine  i n  
Hgo .8Cdo ,nTe," J. E lec t ron i c  Mater ia ls ,  11, 111 (1982). 
-
5. H. R. Vydyanath and R. C. Abbott, "Mode o f  Incorpora t ion  o f  Phosphorus i n  
Hgo , eCdo .2Te," (Submitted t o  J. Appl . Phys. November 1981 ) . 
The oapers descr ibe the  background mater i  a1 , the experimental de ta i  1 s 
and t he  analyses o f  the data. Defect models fo r  undoped Hgo.eCdo,nTe and 
Hgo .6Cdo ,,Te, as wel l  as for  copper, indium, iod ine  and phosphorus doped 
Hgo ,eCdo 2Te have been proposed. Thermodynamic constants f o r  the incorpor-  
a t i o n  o f  the  n a t i v e  defects,  dopant defects and the  i n t r i n s i c  e x c i t a t i o n  
process have a1 1 been a r r i v e d  a t .  These constants s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  exp la in  t h e  
experimental r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  undoped as well as the  doped c rys ta ls .  
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Lattice Defects in Semiconducting Hg l-. Cd.Te Alloys 
I. Defect Structure of Undoped and Copper Doped Ha,,Cd0,,Te 
H. R. Vydyanath* 
Honeywell Electro-Opticr Center, Lezington, Mouachtuetk 021 73 
ABSTRACT 
Undoped Hgo sCd0.2Te crystals were subjected to high temperature equil- 
 brati ion a t  temperatures ranging from 400' to 655.C in vu iour  H atmo- 
spheres. Hall eftect and mobility measurements were carried out on t f e  cry#- 
tals uenched to room temperature subsequent to the high temperature 
equilkration. The variation of the hole concentration in  the cooled crystab 
at 77 K as a function of the partial pressure of Hg a t  the equilibration tem- 
peratures, together with a comparison of the hole mobility in  thC =;;doped 
samples with that in the copper-doped samples, has yielded a defect h:.vic.l f r r  
the undoped Hgo.&do.~Te crystals, according to which, the undoped cryst8I.a 
are essentially intrinsic at  the equilibration temperatures and the native 
acceptor defects are  doubly ionized. Native donor defects appear k be negli- 
gible in concentration, implying that the p-to-n conversion in these alloys ia 
mainly due to residual foreign donor impuritizs. The thermodynamic con- 
stants far the intrinsic cxcitation process as well ra for the incorporation of 
the doubly ionized native arceptor defects in the undoped crystab have been 
arrived at. Copper appears to be incorporated on metal lattice sites acting u 
a single acceptor with little compensation. Resulta on th; heavily copper- 
doped samples indicate that the quench from the equilibra: n temperatures 
was imperfect resulting in a large fraction of the copper p r t  pitating during 
the quench. From results of experiments where the coolin rate from the 
equ~libration temperatures was intentionally wr ied  in the d o p e d  umplcs, 8 
quahtative correlation was established between the quenching efficiency and 
the presence of mscroscopic defects such u voids and inclusions in the 
samples. 
The importance of the pseudobinary semiconducting 
Hgl -,Cd,Te alloys as  a useful infrared detector mate- 
rial has long been recognized (1, 2 ) .  The bandgap of 
these alloys is variable depending on the proportions 
of HgTe and CdTe present in them; the variable band- 
gap makes these alloys suitable for infrared detector 
applications over a wide spectral range. 
Considerable deviations from stoichiornetry arise in 
these alIoys prepared at  elevated temmratures; these 
deviations resuit in electrically active point defects 
which in turn influence the carrier concentration and 
the l~fetime in the material. Very little information 
exists on the systematic investigation of the nature of 
defects and the variation of the concentrs 'on of these 
defects in these rlloya as a function of the physico- 
chemical conditions of preparation. In fact, much dis- 
agreement prevails regarding the origin of p-type to 
n-type conversion in these alloys (2-5). 
As part of a program aimed a: investigating the de- 
fect structure of the undoped Hgl- ,Cd,Te alloys as 
well as the mode of incorporation of dopants, the pres- 
ent paper reports on the study of the undoped and 
copper -doped Hgo ~Cdo,zTe. 
Based on the results of Hall effect and mobil~ty 
measurements on the undoped and copper-doped crys- 
tals quenched to room temperature subsequent to high 
temperature equilibration, defect models for the un- 
doped and copper-doped Hgo.~Cdo,lTe have been ar- 
rived at. Thermodynamic constants for the intrinsic 
excitation constant-and the incorporation of the native 
acceDtor defects have been evaluated. These constants 
satisiactorily explain the electrical data in the undoped 
as well as  the copper-doped crystals. 
Exwrimental 
Starting material.-The compositional uniformity of 
the Hgl-,Cd,Te alloy samples used in the investigation 
was r = 0.2 2 0.005. Most of the cxperimtnts were 
carried out with starting material that was free of 
macroscopic defecb such as preci~itates. wres.  and 
Hg or T; inclusions; in a f e w - e ~ ~ e r i r n e n t s w h e r ~  the 
irrtent was to establish the effect of macrosco~ic defects 
on the elllciency of quenching the high te;npe&ture 
equilibrium, material with a relativelr high denslty 
of voids and inclusiuns was used. In order to assure 
ourselves that equilibrium was attamed at  tempera- 
tures as low as ' :')'-460.C within reasonable annealing 
periods (2-3 weeks), and also to increase the efRclency 
of quenching the hlgh temperature equilibrium, the 
t h ~ c k ~ ~ e s s  of m?it of the Hgo &do zTe samples used in 
the present investigation was restricted to d 0.01 cm. 
The residual donor or acctdtor concentration In the 
Llrctrochcrnlcal soriet A C ~ I V ~  Member. starting undoped Hgu ~ C d o z ~ e  material was = 1016 
I(. r o d s  Iattlcc, drLls, copper doplng. H#i-.C&Te, hob 
mabtflly, wmlcondurlon 
8810 J .  Elscttochsm. SW.: SOLID-STATE SC 
Copper doping.- .Doping b different conccntntionr 
of copper w u  obtained by evaporating variour amount8 
of copper on b the surface of the undoped umplw and 
subrcquently diffuring In the copper In a known rtmo- 
whore of Hg. Copper concentration obtainod in the 
doped umples w u  dekrmined by a b d c  abrorptlon 
U d ~ l 8  carried out by Phobmetria, Incorporatad, 
Lexington, Muuchwetta. 
It is to be noted that the nmpler u8ed for coOprr 
d i b i 0 ~  at  temperatures below MO'C hmd been pra- 
viously annealed a t  280-C for 1ever.l month8 In order 
to reduce the native r m p t o r  defect concentration to 
leu  than 1018 cm-8. Since copper hn a high diihuivity 
in Hgl-,CdrTe alloys (6-71, dilhrrion tlmes of 6-8 
weeks were found adequak for uniform doping of urn- 
plea (0.01 cm thick) rt temperatures below W'C; uni- 
form doping at these temperature8 wra cofinned by 
sequentially lapping away the material from both dd- 
of the umplcs and making certain that the hole con- 
centration8 did not change. 
High temperature anwatinq.-Prior to the meah, 
cryrtalr w e n  cleaned in organic wlventa followtd by 
a Br-methanol etch and a b a l  r im in Df water. An- 
nealing experiment8 in variow partial prcuurer of EX# 
were carried out in evacuated quartz u n p u l ~  contain- 
ing a small amount of Hg dm, t s  obtain the &rid 
Hg vapor pressure. In tho& experiment8 where the de- 
sired Hg pressure w~ high enough, an imthermal ~ t u p  
w u  uaed when the free Hg and the Hgo.~Cdo.tTe 
samples were kept at the aame temperatwe; the vapor 
premure of Hg in such a setup depended on the amount 
of free Hg in the ampul and the volume of the unpul. 
In experiments where the desired Hg pressure WM 
low a two-temperature zone setup WM uaed; the 
H&.sCdo ,Te crystals were kept at  the higher tempera- 
t u n  end of the ampul and the free Hg at  the lower 
temperature end; the vapor pressure of Hg obtained 
convsponded to the saturation pressurc ~f Hg at the 
lower temperature and wan independent of the amount 
of Hg in the ampul. The limits of Hg pressure, within 
which the solid is stable at a given ter,oerature, w e n  
obtained from the partial pressure-temperature data 
for HgTe (8) and Hgl-,Cd,Te alloy (0-10). 
Equilibration periods ranging from 16 to 24 hr were 
uscd for annealing at temperatures of 5W.C or greater 
and a two week equilibration wan used for annealing 
temperatures of 460' and WO'C. Subsequent to the an- 
neals. ' samples were rapidly quenched in ice water, 
to freeze ~n as mwh of the high temperature equilib- 
rium as possible; in a few C ~ M B  the ~ m p l e s  were d r  
cooled from the equilibration temperatures. 
Electrical mearurementr.-Ha11 effect and resistivity 
measurements w e n  made using the van der Pauw 
method (1 1). Magnetic field strengths of 400 and W G  
were used for the measurement of the Hall coei8cient. 
Only tho= Hell cbedcient meuuremenb where the 
Hall coemcient RH did not vary with variing magnetic 
field st4.ength, (400-40000) were uKd in evaluating the 
hole concentrations in the crystals. This ensured that 
the samples did not show mixed conduction (12) and 
the carrler concentration was given by 
Fiwre 1 shows the variation of the Hali cocmcimt u 
a function of the temperature of measurement for the 
undowd samples eauilibrated at difler~ent emDcrrturcr 
unde; known parti.1 p r e u u m  of Hg and quA~ched to 
room temperature. It is evident from the f., ;e that at  
temperaturec exceeding 145 K the contribution from 
the intrinsic carriers btromes important, whereu r t  
temperatures between 77 and 145 K the Hall cocmdent 
is temperature independent indicating that the native 
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Fi(. I. Hall cortficimt as a function of reosurement tempera- 
ture for undaped H(o.&d~.~ campkc equilibrated ot the indicated 
hmperahrr  and partial pruwrr d Hg ond quenched to room 
trmprraturo. 
acceptom are completely ionized at 77 K for concentra- 
tions ranging from 1017 to 1018 cm-3. Based on this in- 
ference, all the Hrll effect measurements on the un- 
doped samples were carried nut at 77 K, and the re- 
sulting hole concentration WM assumed to give a mea- 
s u e  of the native acceptor defect concentration in- 
corporated at the higher equilibration temperatures. 
Figure 2 shows the hole concentcations at 77 K as 
a function of the partial pressure of Hg for the un- 
doped crystals annealed at various temperatures and 
quenched to room temperature. The samples are in- 
variably p-type for d l  partial pressures 01 E;1 
(throughout the existence region) at teinperatures 
glwater than 4W'C and the hole concentration is 
roughly inversely proportional to the partial pressure 
of Hg. P H ~  Phme bounduy limits at  each temperature 
are indicated by arrows in the figure. The solid lines 
FL. 2 k k  c w e n k b  at 77 K 08 a hnttion d the partial 
p r u r r *  d t+g hr -doped t+go,&& 2 crytklr annealed at vorian 
e q J l L n t k r  temporohm d -had h mom temperature; 
solid tinn c w m p a d  (E h .rkm c a k u h t d  em the l w s  d h e  
k f ~ t  -1 d i ~ d  h th h ~ t .  
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&om in the ngure cornspond to the hole concentn- 
Uoar calculated on the basis of the defect model for 
the undoped crystals, to k ditcuucd later. 
?Qwe S shows the variation of the Hall coefkient u 
a -*tion of the temperahue of meuummnt  tor 
erpbla doped with dii lcmt copper conctntratknm 
Jvrt u with the undoped cryatah, most d the copper 
p-t in the electricrlly active foam appeua to k 
completely ionized between 77 and 145 K, and a t  ha- 
pcWwe8 greater than 145 K the contribution from the 
intrinric carrierr k c o m n  signidcmt. The total amount 
of the electrically active copper ccnccntrrtlon in the 
maples was inferred from the hole wncentrationr ob- 
t.inedat 145K 
Figure 4 8 h 0 ~  the hole mobility at 77 K for the un- 
dopcd crystals as a function of the hole concentration. 
The data indicate that the hole mobility decreases with 
increase in h l e  concentration. Figure 5 show the bole 
mobility at 77 K in various copper-do@ sunplcr. The 
tunpenturn at which the various copper d i U - 9 d o ~  
were done are also indicated in the figure. It b ap- 
parent from Fig. 4 and 5 that the copper-dopcd m p l a  
Fi. 3. Hall coefficient a o function of mearci;;rnenl Wmpemhre 
hr cwp.r - lopd b o  sCdo r c v k h .  
fi(. 4. Exprrimontal and cakalokd hole m&li(l a t  77 K oc s 
function d th hok concenhrtion for und0p.d H#o.sC& 1 crptolc; 
cmmc 1 and 2 how the cakmbhd mobilib due fa impurity r a t -  
*in# (curve 1 far c~n#ly ionized c e n k n  end cane 2 for dovbll 
k n i a d  centen), line 3 ahow the mobility d w  tu lonice u a t h r -  
In#, and curves 4 on( 5 chow tb arrml l  nobility cakulohd by 
ru i iwaol l r  combining tk impurity scathring mobillty and the 
brrice r a n a i n g  mobility (curve 1 for dn l l y  mnixed cen tm and 
c n r r  5 fb( doably i o a i r d  centm), k e  Cppondir A for details d 
cakaktiaw. 
4. 5 Expwimmtal ri c a k r b d  bk mobility at 77K r a 
fm& d ck h a k  c m n t m t i o c l  fu -per-- H#.8C6~ 
ylkb; crwm 1 and 2 s h  tl* ahb:d d Y ( l  dw h im- 
parity ~ o t h r i q  ( c m r  1 )or J q t y  la-':d c r r k n  and c u m  2 
)a I .u) t i r i . . ( -hn) , l iw3hrrt l *dl i ( lkklrrr ice 
mottwin#, IJ c . n n  4 and 5 tbw tho mll mobility c a k r b h (  
by mcipmcally cmmbimlq ck impurity watkr iug mobility 
(am 4 fat liye irri.rd c r k n  a d  c m  5 fu doably i o n i d  
c m t m )  S n  wit A for h i b  af a k m l r t i r r  
have higher hole mobilities than the undoped samples 
containing similar hole concentrations. The mobilities 
calculated on the buis of the combined ionize? im- 
purity and lattice scattering are also rhoam irl the 
Figure 6 compares the electrical conductivity at 77 K 
obtained in the undo& cryst.1~ containinn a relatively 
large concentration of void; and inclusions (-1000 pek 
cm*) with those containing e negligible concentration 
of these (e 20 per cml) subsequent to anneals a t  MO'C 
in different paitial pnsnrres of Hg end air cooled or 
quenched to room temperature; the voids and inclu- 
sions in the sunples were approximately 10-30 m in 
diameter, and depending on how the bulk crystals were 
grown, the inclusions were either Hg rich or Te rich. 
Figure 7 lhows the electrical conductivity at 77 K, 
obtained m the undoped crystals containing a large 
concentration of voids and inclusions and which were 
air cooled to room temperature subsequent to anneals 
at 500'C in different partial pressures of Hg. Figures 
6 and 7 clearly rhow that the electrical conductivity 
variatrons as a function of the partial ptessure of Hg 
are similar for undoped crystals with and without 
voids and inclusions that were quenched to room km-  
to7. 
1 NO VOIDS AND INCLlJ51ONS ( 5 X )  cm-'), W t N C l l t D  
.- A NO VOIDS 4ND M L U I O N S  hX) .--I1 4 1  COOLIn 
- VOIDS 4ND IKLUSIONS, (-rim cm-'l W t K l l t D  
- 1 .  W C  
Fi.  6. E k t r i t o l  conductivity o t  77 K for various uh of undowd 
Hto &do lTe crystals conkir ing different concmtmtions of voids 
and inclmuonc, and q w n c k d  or air cooled tmbwqwnt to appeals 
i n  M o m a t  prmuros at  500%. 
86 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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Fy. 7. Ekctricol condrtivity at 77 K for w(opcd Hgo rCdo ?Te 
crystoh contoinin# a b q e  corcrnfration d voids ond i r l r r i o l s  
a d  air cmW wkrpmt to anwoh in l i e r e a t  Hg pr-m at 
500'C. 
perature subsequent to equilibratlon at SOO°C; the re- 
sults a re  also similar for the undoped crystals contain- 
ing virtually no voids and inclusions and which were 
air cooled from 500'C. However, considerable scatter 
is obtained in the results for the undoped crystals mn-  
taining a large concentration of voids and inclusions 
and which were air cooled from SOO'C. 
Discussion 
Defect equiltbria -The way in which ti.= concentra- 
tions of defects vary as a function of the physicochern- 
ical cond~tions of preparation (temperature, partial 
pressure of Hg or partial pressure of Te2. and/or the 
dopant concentration) can be arrived a t  by utilizing 
the quas~chemical approach developed by Kroger and 
Vink (13) .  The quasichemical approach has been us& 
In many binary compounds to establ~sh defect models 
(14). In such an approach, atomic and electronic de- 
fects are  considered as chemical species and defect for- 
mation reactions along with the corresponding mass 
action relations are formulated. The concentrations of 
all the defect species comprising the electroneutrality 
condition and the dopant balance equation (for the 
doped crystals) are then expressed in terms of the rele- 
vant mass action constants end the concentration of one 
defect species. This results in equations containing the 
various mass ac t~on  constants and the concentrations of 
one single defezt specles, numer~cal solut~on will then 
yield the concentration of this defect specles for givcn 
values of the r.ass actlon constants Once the cancer.- 
t ra t~on of one k f e c t  species is determined the concen- 
trations of all the other defect species can be evaluated 
via the mass action relations. 
Defect formation react~ons and mass action relations 
for various drfect species are listed In Table I. The de- 
fect notat~ons are according to the scheme of Kroger 
, ~ n d  Vink ( 1 3  in wh~ch  the ma:or symbol Indicates the 
def,xt,  the subscript denotes the type of lattice site 
occdpicd. and the superscript indicates the charge. Su- 
perscripts prime ('1 and dot ( stand for effective 
neb.ative m d  positive charges. respectively, while a 
cross (t) stands for a neutral charge. Thus V"H, in- 
dicates a doubly nep~tively ionized vacant lattice site 
of Hg. Square- brackets indicate concentrations ex- 
~nt9cd as site fmctiona The native amDIor  defect 
& c i n  considered in this paper a n  the vac*ncles of Hg 
instead of Ute interstitials of Te. Electrical measure- 
mt nts cannot distinguish between the two species and 
h e l n  the results will be the same if ~nters t~t ials  of Te 
an. considered as  the native a m p t o r  defect species 
imtead. Rccent work on the defect structure of CdTe 
(15, 16) determined by Hall effect and tracer self- 
difhrsior? data indicates the presence of appreciable 
coxentrotions cf Te interstitials in addition t o  the 
vacancies of Cd. Although the results of the present 
work showed no evidence of presence of any native 
donor defects such as Hg, or Vr, etc. in  any appreci- 
able concentration, Table I includes these defects also 
fo.- purposes of later &sassion in the paper. 
Defect state in the cooled ctysta1s.-Ideally, in  situ 
hi :h temperature physical property measurements and 
measurements on the crystals querxhed from the 
equilibration temperatures should both 'be used to ar- 
rive at  defect states prevailing at the hign temperatare 
as well as in the cooled crystals. much informahon re- 
garding prec~pitahun of atomic defects during quench- 
ing can be obtained by correlating the defect state in 
th? cooled crystals with that obtained a t  the equ~libra- 
ticm temperatures. CdTe (15-19) is only one of the few 
materials that has been studied extensively from such 
a viewpoint. In the present work. however. the defect 
state in the cooled crystal shall be used to derive in- 
formation regarding the defect state prevail~ng at  the 
equilibratlon t -mperatilres. 
While attempting to deduce the high temperature dc- 
f e t  state of the crystals from measurements on the 
crystals quenched to room temperature from. the high 
temperature phys~cochemical conditions. a few as- 
sumphons are made. The assumptions a re  (11 that the 
el-ctrons and the holes recombme during mollng. (ii)  
th3t all the atomic defects a t  the high temperature arc  
frozen in, and (iit) that the intrinsic carrier mncen- 
tr~.tion nl = Kt:* a t  the measurement temperature (< 
co~~centration of the electrically active atomic c!efects 
so that the Fermi level is pinned a t  the defect level 
a n l  the carrier concentration in the cooled crystals 
gi\-es the concentration of the atomic defects corre- 
spcnding to the high temperature equil~brium. The first 
assumption is always satisfied and the thlrci one IS also 
sat~sfied as long as the carrier concentration measure- 
mcnt temperature I! low enough for n, to be low The 
second assumption requires that the crystals be 
qu?nched fast enough that the precip~ta!ion of the 
atomic defects is not glven rise to. 
i\pp+orimatton to the electtoneutral~ty condition and 
domnt balance condition.-When the electroneutrality 
Toblc I L~st of the defect formation reactions. moss action constanh, elutroneutrolit* condition, and dopant bolonce equotion 
Reaction M a r  actlon relation 
- - . - . .- -. - - . - - -. - -  - 
K'a = IV.RII I V .  r.1 
K - r  = [\'*11a1 IHg. I I 
Kn* = pt1.,an. 
KT. = PT.; ' I ~ T .  
10 Eleclroneutrallty condllton 
Ie ' I  + ICu'nv1 + 1Vn.l + 2lV.11al = 1h. l  + ICU 1 1  IHg 1 1  + ? l H g . . ~ l  + 51V..r.I 
I I Copprr balance equallon~ 
[CU n.1 + [CU 1 1  = ICUr*.l 
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condition and the dopant b.lum equation (Table I )  
arc appmxinuttd by only tbe dominant members (20). 
o m  can obtam the variation of the defect concclltra- 
tiornu a hurctionoipw, end the tow roppereoncen- 
htkn (tor copper-doped myatah) in the dona 
concentration a p& [%I# 
w b v r r . n d r u e o u l l i n t y c t n o r ~  
Table I1 Litb the exponents of ~ I I ,  and [ C u ~ l  for 
the vuiation of the concentretiom of the dierent  de- 
fccta for various approximations b the elcctroncuM- 
ity condition 
Natiue omptor dejects.-The fact that the hole con- 
centration in the undoped crystals is proportional to 
pm-1 (Fig. 2) indicates that the crystals are essentially 
intrinsic at the high temperature (Table II, electro- 
neutrality approximation [e'] = [h.]) ; however, u 
can be noted irom Table II, for a situation where the 
crystal is intrinsic, dl the native acceptor defects vary 
u prn-1 h e q m t i v e  of the charge state of the defects. 
In order to est~bljsh the charge state of the native 
amptor defecta dominant in the undoped crystals the 
electrial characteristics of the undoped and the ac- 
ceptor doped crystah will be compared. Figure 4 shows 
that the bole mobilities in the undowd crystals at 77 K 
decrease with m n  increase in the-hole concentration 
indicatiru that the contribution of ionized imourib 
satterina to the hole mobilitia is rubhntid.-Il  ~ 6 .  
the fact that a majority of the copper-doped crystals 
shown in Fig. 5 have higher mobilities than the un- 
doped crystals indicates that the ionized impurity r u t -  
tering is lc=s in the copper-doped crystals; the results 
can be explained if copper is a single acceptor occupy- 
ing Hg lattice sites and the native amptor  defects in 
the undopcd crystals are doubly ionized. Based on the 
theory of ionized impurity scattering (21) for compar- 
able hole mncentratiohc. the mobilities due to ionized 
impurity scattering in the copper-doped crystals con- 
taining r number of singly ionized copper centers can 
be expected to be twice that in the undoped crystals 
containing r / 2  number of the doubly ionized native 
Tobk II. Voriotion, d tha defect cmcahotionr a o frac:ioa of 
onUw coppr  conccntmtioas b miom opproxirotiorr to 
tba rkhnmkolify rmdh 
acceptor &feet centerr. A h .  in #or u~lt.L where 
the elrctrially active coppas concentration exceed8 the 
intrinsic &ex concentrrtion at the atmeding tem- 
pemturu, thur extr insidy dopirU tkm. the matiwe 
amptor & k t  concentration d e c m ~ ~ ~  with an in- 
cnot in the copper concentration u a eoarqtw~a of 
t h e ~ ~ ~ a c t i o a c l f c e t k a n b e r c n h m T a b l e I X ,  
as soon u the crystab becoow extrinsic with copper 
doping and the electrontutr8lity approximation k- 
c a m s  [Cu'm] = lh 1, the doubly ionized native ac- 
ceptor defects d e c m r  in proportion b the rquuc of 
the copper roncentration in the crystab (IVoml a 
[Cu-I -1). This ir rboan S C h M t i e  in Fig. 8. 
Hence. in a m p l a  doprd with copper to pcrtcr  than 
the intrinsic carrier concentration, the coaccntrrtion ef 
the doubly ionized native acceptor defects is conddcr- 
ably depressed. If the native amptor defects were 
singly ionized, their cancentration would dtueme in an 
inverse linear proportion to [Cum] u roon aa the c o g  
per concentration exceeds tbe intrinsic curier concen- 
tration (Table I1 and Fig. 8); however. the hole mobility 
of such samples should be no U e r c n t  tram that of the 
undoped cryst& for compuable hole concentrations. 
It map be argued that the larger hole mobility in the 
heavily coppcr-doped samples (m. 5) may result h m  
shorting paths due to the high concentrations of c o g  
per; however. the fact that the hole mobility in the 
copper-dopd samples demaaa for hole conccntra- 
tions in excess jf 101, an-3 (Fig. 5) rules out this ex- 
planation It should rLo be noted from Fig. 4 and 5 
that the hole mobilities ut a r c n t i d y  the rrmc for 
both the copper-doped and the undoped sunples when 
the hole concentration is less than lo" an-3. This re- 
sult indiaks  that ionized impurity m t t a i n g  is p& 
ably less significant for hole conccntrrtions less than 
lo!' em-'. Hole mobilities calculated by reciprocally 
combining the mobility due to lattice scattering and 
the mobility due to ionized impurity scattering ( ~ c  
Appendix A for details) are also shown in Fig. 4 and 5 
for the cases of singly ionired and doubly ionized Scat- 
tering centen; clearly, for the undoped -1s. the 
agreement between the expcrimentd values and thc 
cdculatiom is better for the case of the doubly ionized 
.satteri~q centers, whereas for the copper-doped uys- 
tah the agreement is better for the cue of the ~ i ~ l y  
i o n i d  scattering centers. It should k mtcd thn? rhc 
T - F I Y E D  I E X R I N S K  RANGE 
I N R I M K  RANG! I 
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Brmks-Herring expression (21) used for cllculrting 
the mobility due to ionized impurity scattering is a p  
pliable only for nondegenerate semiconducton and 
knec the mobility calculations shown in Fig. 4 and 5 
Eor hole conrcntrationt in excess of lOl* an-' rhwld 
not be deemed signiileurt; lor such large ttrrier con- 
antcations impurity banding e!uects .Lo koomc im- 
mr-t 
Abmvr of compamtim in the vldopcd a d  coppr+- 
doped crystals.-Absence of compensation in the un- 
doped as well u the copper-doped crystab of 
Hgo.&~Te is evidenced by a few inferences. First, 
the hole mobilities in the undoped crystals u e  only de- 
pendent on the hole concentration and u e  independent 
of the temperature of anneal; if there was any aompen- 
cation by native dtiects, the conc !ration of these 
defects would be expected to be exponentially depen- 
dent on temperature and the mobility dependence on 
the hole concentration arould not have heen nearly u 
l i m u  as shown in Fig. + Second, if the undoped crys- 
tals bad a considerable concentration of native donor 
defects compensating the native amptor  defects the 
concentration of these native donor defects would 
h v e  considerably increased via the mas action e-t 
w .soon as the copper conccntration exceeded the in- 
trinsic arrier concentration and the crystal became 
extrinsic (Table II and Fig. 8). Since the copper-doped 
crystals, in hct. have higher mobilitia than the un- 
doped crystals for comparable hole concentrations, the 
undoped and the copper-doped crystals seem to be un- 
compensated and the native donor defect concentration 
in Hgo.aC&.*Te seems to be negligible. Absence of com- 
pensation a h  has been established in I&.&do.4Te 
(22). 
Origin of gtvpe to n-type convmi0n.-In the ab- 
sence of any systematic defect studies in Hgl -a ,Te  
various reasons for p type  to n-type conversion have 
been proposed (2-5. 23. 24). Reynolds et al. (23) ob- 
served that the Hgo.nC&.*Te crystah annealed under 
Hg-saturated conditions ronvehed to n-type below 
MO'C and the electron conentration was indeucndent 
of temperature of anneal below SbO'C. The temperature 
independence of the electron mnmntration under Hg- 
saturated conditions led them to conclude that the crys- 
tals were n-type due to residual donon in the crys& 
and not due to any native donor defects. Similar in- 
ferences and conclusions were reported recently by 
Bartlett et al. (24) for Hgo 8CdorTe. Scbmit and Stelzer 
(25) observed that their undoped Hgo.&Q 4Te samples 
also turned n-type at temperatures below 350'-IOO'C 
under Hg-saturated conditions. Also the conversion 
temperatures were different for different samples. Al- 
though the temperature independence of the electron 
concentration in the undoped crystals of HgosCQ2Te 
(23. 24) and Hgo &do 4Te (25) for Hg-saturated con- 
ditions does nof by itself, rule out the n-type conver- 
sion to be due to native donor defects (see Appendix 
B), the fact that the different samples in the experi- 
ments of Schmit and Stelzer (25) converted to n-type 
at different te~nperatura indicates that the conversion 
in these samples was due to midual foreign donors in 
the crystals, the samples with a higher residual foreign 
donor concentration being able to convert to n-type at 
a higher temperature. Also it was noticed in the present 
work that certain of the p-type samples (101~-101~ 
cm-1) did not convert to n-type even when annealed in 
Hg-saturated cond~tions at temperatures below 350'C. 
If the n-type conversion occurs due to native donor 
defects the inability to convert some of these samples 
is dimcult to explain. In these sampla the midual ac- 
ceptor impurity concentration exceeded the residual 
donor impurity concentration and hence p-ty-pe to n- 
type conversion was not possible at any temperature. 
These arguments support our conclusion in the pm- 
vious section that the native donor defects in 
Hgo &do nTe are negligible in concentration; (probably 
3 
O9n3 n i  
much 1- than lOt8 em-8 at  $SO0-IOO'C). The ~dll-- 
sion to n-type in w . & ~ T e ,  aa well u -&.,Te 
doe; not appeu to be due to native donor ddccb. 
The assumption that the ptype to n-type conversion 
in lig~-.Cd,Te alloys occurs due to native do-or de- 
fects appcur erroEeoUI (2-5). ud ruch a conversion 
only occurs due to raid\ul &nor impurities; .ko tbe 
conversion is only possible for nmples with residual 
donor impurity coaccntratioa exmAbg the rcsidul 
acceptor impurity ccmcentration in the ~z-p tak  
in&-& th t  tht tlettid conductivity vaGatioM-in 
the cooled crystals a t  TI K as a function of the putid 
pressure of Hg a t  the equilibration temperatures can 
be a sensitive function of the cooling rate. particularly 
for samples containing 8 large concentration of voids 
and inclusions (- 1000 per 4). For samples contain- 
ing a relatively small concentration of voids and inciu- 
sions (4 20 per 4) tbe results u e  .pproximately the 
same except under very b w  Hg premms where the 
air-cooled umples have smaller electrical conductivity 
than the quenched mnples (Fig. 6). Electrical con- 
ductivity. ratha than hole concentration, has been 
plotted in Fig. 6 md 7 for ease of comparison of the 
results of different anneals; for instance. some of the 
air-cooled samples showed mixed conductivity due to 
the formation of thin n-type inversion layers formed 
by a reduction in the hole concentration due to ~ n -  
cipitation of native acceptor defects during codling 
and/or partial type conversions of the samples. When 
such layers are thin, the overall conductivity is still 
dominated by holes (pr, > even if the Hall co- 
e5cient is negative (npx. > p~*,;, hence electrical con- 
ductivity f o r h c h  samples w& assumed to reflect the 
bulk crystal properties better than the Hall effect re- 
sults. It can be inferred from Fig. 6 and 7 that the cool- 
ing n t e  obtained from air cooling the - a p l e s  is not 
high enough to retain the high temperature equilibrium 
in the samples containing a large concentration of 
voids and inclusions, thus resulting in a reduction of 
the concentration of the native acceptor defects a t  
500'C. The dilhrsion distances for equilibration are 
lower in the presence of a large concentration of voids 
and inclusions, hence crystals containing a large con- 
certration of these can come to equilibrium at an in- 
termediate temperature between SOO'C and room tem- 
perature during air cwling, whereas crystals contain- 
ing fewer of them retain the high temperature equi- 
librium to a greater degne. It should a h  be noted 
from Fig. 7 that quenching in ice water is fast enough 
for crystals containing a large concentration of voids 
and inclusions to retain the SOO'C equilibrium. Al- 
though experiments with varying cooling rates were 
not undertaken at higher temperatures it is reasonable 
to assume that the effect of the presence of voids and 
inclusions on the quenching efficiency is greater a t  
temperatures higher than SOO'C and lower at lower 
temperatures. 
AnaIysis of the mmer concentraturn in the undoped 
c~rtu&.-In the detailed analysis of the carrier concen- 
tration in the cooled crystals,~the complete electroneu- 
trality condition is considered. In order to distinguish 
the high temperature state of the crystal from th; low 
temperature state of the crystal (cooled crystals) sub- 
scripts HT (high temperature) and LT (low tempera- 
ture) are uaed. 
For the undoped crystals, knowing that the native 
acceptor defects a r t  doubly ionized and that the native 
donor defects are negligible in concentration and ne- 
glecting the influence of midual donors and acceptors. 
the complete electroneutrality condition becomes 
Expressing [e'l and [Vanr] in terms of the mass action 
(iQf,i,l:';?,: py,r;.1y 
OF POOR QUaLl 
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( mt.nb d e w  in hblc I, we obhin 
(K~l[h.l)nr ' (2K"vbl[h.lr psr)rm = [h.]wr [¶I 
ur 
[ h - I d  - ( K ~ [ h . l ) n  = 2(Knv~Ipng)m 
m e  concentration of bola obtained in the amled cry@- 
t a b  is given by 
t h . 1 ~ ~  = 2 W " ~ I e m  = (tKoml [h.llpgl)rrr 
C 
[h IHT = ( X n v & I a )  ETUI [~'ILT* Csl 
Combination of 121 and 131 with some simplidcation 
Ci- 
th.l~?Ia ( ~ K ' v R . ~ P ~ ~ ) E T ~ ~  + ( K I ) ~  Ch-ILT 
= ( ~ P v ~ I P R ' )  HT 141 
L u A  \' For given values of Kt and K-v- at variou tempera- lures, the solution of Eq. [I] gives the hole concenhu- I .  w t b  
ion in the cooled ctystals as a function of -. By a to-s I .a 10.0 
xoccdure of trial and error, the values of KI and K ' w  
were optimized at  each temperature to give the best fit PUIIU R E S S U ~  OF *. *.I 
actween the experimentally observed hole concenhu- 
, 5 0 1 ~  and the calculated values. The calculated Wues  
are shown in Fig. 2 as solid lines. The agreement bc- 
tween the experimental values and the calculations ap- 
pears to be within limits of experimental error. 
Moss action constants KI and K"vH, determined from 
be present investigation ( d i d  for temperatures be- 
tween 100' and 655.C) am given by 
KI = 5.77 x 19-4 exp (-0.57 eV/kT) (Site Fr)a [5] 
KwvHs = 7 9 x 1W exp ( -2.24 eV/kT) (Site FrIS atm 
Noting that there are 1.26 x 1W molecules/cms in 
H ~ o  sCdo :Te, we get 
Ki = 9.15 d 1 (rO exp ( -0.57 eWJ/kT) cm-a [71 
anc 
Both Kt and K"VH, influence the absolute values of the 
c,:rrier concentration obtained in the cooled crystals 
arid the variation of the carrier concentration as a 
function of p ~ , .  From Table 11, it can be seen that 
tke I ole concentration in the cooled crystals (equal to 
t ~ i c t  the concentrati~n >f the dsubly ionized native 
aci,ej tor defects ~t !ne anneal temperature) is expected 
to be proportion* ts p ~ , - l  for crystals which are in- 
tr:nsi:. wht.,+*s it is expected to be proportional to 
pHII-1!3 fllr I ystals which are extrinsic with the situa- 
tlon [I1 . .. 2 [V"H,] at the high temperature. Thus, for 
a glv-n value of K"vH~,  if the chosen KI value was such 
th*? I Y"l,r] was comparable in concentration to [c'] 
e.... [ h  I .  at the h ~ g h  tempelature, the power depen- 
jence of the calculated hole concentration in the cooled 
cry::tals was be-ween -1/3 and -1. On the other 
hsr 3. ~f the chosen K1 values were high compared to 
the hole concentra* on In the cooled crystals, the cab 
culs ted hole co .<entrat~on varied strictly M p~,-l. 
The absolutc rralues of the calculated hole concentra- 
tlon:, depe, 3ed both on K' and K"vt1, In order to show 
hc-v st -3sltlve the calculated hole concentrations are to 
tht rarlation 1n the KI values at the anneal tempcra- 
tu;es. tint hole concentrations in the cooled crystals 
were ccilculated as a function of pHI for KI values 25% 
hlgher and 25% lower than given by expression [TI 
for R, .  Thr calculated hole concer.iratl~ns in the cooled 
crystal: for K, values glven by the expression as well 
as for I [ ,  values + 25% are shown for T = 500°C in 
Flg. 9,  the K"v11, value In the calculations was kept 
Fi. 9. Drhct d l  cakabtiacn of tk hole cucrhatiaafi or 
72 K hr d o p e d  h . & = T e  u ~ a W  at 50VC in va..riorr 
pctial prslrm d a d  -W k mom hm-m; r l d  
Ew 2 m p m s ~ k  wlcrbtias usiq KI r o b  a i m  by 
[ 7 ] d t l w m t , r k m , t h o ~ i * a 1 . 0 ( 3 ~ ~ r ~ ~  
cokrlmciw a Kt rahm liffwiy fra t h e  of cynaior 171 
fa%; UpWbMkl pi8k a ah. a for ~ol)lraocl. 
constant u given by expression [El. It appears that 
525% variations in Kt do not d e c t  the calculations 
adverse1 y. 
Assuming simple parabolic conduction and valence 
banda and nondegenerate stmiconductor statistics the 
expression for Kl k written M 
where m, and mh are the effecCve musts of electrons 
an< holes, respectively, and E, is the energy gap. E, = 
E,(O) + oT where E,(O) corresponds to the energy 
gap at  0 K. A linear increase of the energy gap with in- 
crease in temperature has been verified by various re- 
searchers for temperatures up to 100 K (28-30). To the 
author's knowledge, no measurements on the energy 
gap or the intrinsic carrier concentration at tempera- 
tures much in excess of 400 K exist in the literature. 
If we assume the linear temperature dependence of 
the gap to hold good at temperatures greater than 
400 K, with E,(O) - 0.1 eV (3) and inclusion of the T3 
term in the exponent term (Eq. (91). we get 0.32 eV 
for the enthalpy associated with KI. This value is lower 
than the value of 0.57 eV found from the present in- 
vestigation expressions [5] and [7] ). The possible non- 
parabo-icity of the bands a t  the higher temperatures 
and a nonnegligible temperature dependence of the ef- 
fective masses of carriers may account for the higher 
enthalpy rssociated with KI given by expression [7]. 
The dependence of the calculated hole concentrations 
in the cooled cryatah on the value of KwvnS can be 
judged by the inspection of Eq. [I] which indicates 
that for crystals which are intrinsic at the annealing 
temperature, the second term on the left-hand ride 
dominates. with the result that the hole concentration 
in the cooled crystals is proportional to the value of 
K"VH~/K,. AS a result it is not hard to realize that for 
given values of K1 the hole concentrations in the cooled 
crystals depend on KnVH8 in just the opposite way M 
they did with Ki for fixed K"vH, values. Thus, just as 
525% variations in KI did not adversely affect the cal- 
culations (Fig. g),  we believe similar variatiom can be 
tolerated in the value of K " v H ~  
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Fmm the present work the e n t h a w  for UK macti6D 
mu,=-* V-H, + ih. + -is) 
bu been established to be 3.24 eV. 
For compuLon with CdTe, the enthalpy d t e d  
with the reaction A fXMW*UNIA l  WIN15 
cdc#-. v-cr + ih- + Cd(g) 
u evaluated to be 4.72 eV (IS). The higher enthlpy 
d a t e d  with a similar defect reaction for CdTe ir 
rurolu Ie in view of the fact that CdTe bu r larger 
melting point and bandgap than Hgo.aCdo~Te ~ d ,  
hence, stro-r bonding. 
Table 11l rumnmrizes the values of some of the mua 
action constants defined in Table I. Included in the 
table are the d u e s  of K t  and K"v~1 applicable for T 
= 100'-655'C as well as the KI value applicable for T 
r- 27.-100.C. 
l'hc masa action constants KI and K - V ~  established 
from the present work can explain the results on in- T O  10 o 
dium-doped (31). Iodine-doped (32) and phosphonu- PMTIU MIM O( tb r~ 
doped Hgo.rCdo.aTe (33) satisfactorily. 
Fig. 10. C o k r b h d  &f& cwmtmtioms m a function of the 
fifect hthrrms for undwd Hgo~dO.~Te---Onn portid ) m w n  of tf# at  t k  cpvitibrotion temperalure of m * C ;  
the values of KI and K"vH. are known, it is possible to tir m-h the col~m~otcd Ld. concenhotion in t k  
calculate the concentrahor s of various defects as a cc).rhb at  77 K; rrp.tirmb~ wh ore aho horn (or function of pn8 a t  any given temperature. Such a d o  cony-. 
fect isotherm for T = 5DO'C is shown in Fig. 10. As can 
be seen from the figure, the crystal is essentially in- 
trinsic except at  low Hg pnssures at  higher temperr- w a o  = go 3 9  
tuns where native acceptor aefects begin to become 
comparable in concentration to intrinsic carriers. I 
Hole eoncentration in undoped Hgo.&&.rTe under 
Hg-saturated and Te-ratcmkd conditions.-The high- 
a t  and the bwest Hg pressures in the experimenhl 
data indicated by arrows in Fig. 2, correspond to the 
Hg pressure under Hg-saturated conditions and the 
Hg pressure under Te-saturated conditions. nspcc- 
tively (8-10). Figure 11 shows the hole concentration 
variation in the cooled crystah as a function of km- 
perature of equilibration for Hg-saturated and Te- 
saturated conditions. The temperature dependences of 
the hole concentration are given by I - 4: - [h.] (Hg saturated) 8 - 
w 
= 1.54 x 10H exp ( -1.13 eV/kT) ern-' 9 
and 
[h.] (Te saturated) 
= 2.36 x 1 W  e l p  (-0.314 eV/kT) ern-' 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ \ 
Isohole concentration plot fot Hgo.nC&.tTe.-Knowl- 10" I I 1 1  I \ ; -  
' 0  , :  I ?  I 3  I 4  1 5  I C  I 7  
edge of KI and KRvnI permib us to calculate hole con- 
centrations in the cooled crystals as a function of !he wn,  c*r~-' 
physicochemical conditions of preparation, namely, ml, %. 11. b k m l a k d  hole concentrotion l inn ot  77 K or a hnc- 
and T. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 12. .'Ls can be s e n  t i a m  d hmpemtrre for mndoped Hso.sCdo ,Te qrilibroted in Hg- 
from Fig. 12, the undoped material is p-type through- r o t d  ond Te-sakrohd conditions ond quenched rq ram tem- 
out the existence region for all temperatures as long p o r n o .  Cakmlatiar )or hnpcrotvre mngn whide & cxperi- 
8s the residual foreign acceptor concentration k r c n h l  rnrL nporhd in this ppcr ore shwn &shed; intrinsic 
greater than the residual fcreign donor concentration carrier cwcentmtim as a function of hmpemtrre is olra &own 
in the crystals. This figure is different from the h c u -  
rier concentration plot reported in Ref. (2, 4) where 
D-type to n-type conversion was attributed to native 
donor defects. It can also be seen that the highest de- 
Tobk Ill. Vo l ra  of the h.rometen for h e  equilibrium constonh viation from stoichiometry (or the highest hole conmn- 
K = KO exp ( - H / k T )  defined in Table I trotion in the cooled crystals) attainable in undoped 
- -- -- -  .- - Hgo.8Cdo.tTe is < 3 x 1018 ern-'. 
GgulUbrlum K.(Slte Pr. 
constant rtm) H I e v ~  Source Defect itothernu for copper-doped Hgo&dotTe.- 
- - - - - - - - -- - --- -  
With the usumption that all of the electrically active 
copper is present as CU'H~, defect concentrations as a 
I .  K ,  sn a IW 0.57 
1. K-IH. 7.9 x !P . ) ,%'?&Of,! function of the electrically active copper concentration 
3. K ,  1 4  w 10" 0.354 cn..roo.c, and pn8 can be calculated. As beidre, we define high 
4. Xng0 .rd,, ,TI 2.75 u 10' 1 8  
5. K I I ~  7 84 r 1C 
Ref. (I0' temperature and low temperature states of the crystal 
6 KT. 1.82 x 1w i Ref. (81 uslng subscripts FIT and LT, respectively. The com- 
-_ __ - - -- - . -. - - . - plcte electroneutrality condition and the copper bal- 
 hen are I 16 u IP molecules/cmJ in H ~ O  A& sTe once equation a n  
: ,C 3-11 . 4 2- , .\.,.- . J . " 
1 -, ; 1.-y 
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Fig. 13. Colculoted defect concenkcllians oa o function of the 
Fig. 1 2  Colculoted isohole concentrotion lines ot 77 K for electrically active coppr concentmtion in the c ~ t o l s  ot  the 
HgorCdo2Te or o function of the partial pmsure of Hg and e.qu~librotion temperature of 500'C ond p ~ #  = 3 ohn; dashed line 
temperature of rquilibrotion. corresponds ta the colculoted hole concrntmtion in the cooled 
crystals ot  77 K. 
[o']I(T + ~ [ V " H # ~ H T  i [CU'H#] = [h IHT [lo] 
and 
[CU'H~IHT = [CUWIHT (111 
In terms of the mass actlon constants Ki and K"\.H'. 
the electroneutrality condlt~on is reu-rltten as 
In the cooled crystals, the hole concentrat~on is given 
b~ 
or. expressing [ V " ~ ~ s ]  In terms of K"\H# and [h 1, we 
get 
[h ]I.T = (2K"v~'/[h I'PH#)HT + [ C U L ~ ~ ~ H T  [I51 
W ~ t h  the knowledge of the mass action constants Kt 
arid K''! 11, established for the undoped crystals, defect 
concentrations ([V"H,]. Ih 1 1 , ~ .  [h ILT, etc.) as a func- 
tlon of copper concentratlon for a fixed pH# or  as a 
funct~on of plf, for fixed copper concentration can be 
calculated from Eq. I131 and (151. Flgure 13 shows 
the defect Isotherm for T = 500°C and p", = 3 atm as 
a function of the total copper concentration In the crys- 
tal. S ~ m l l a r ~ t y  between Fig. 6 and 13 is to be noted. 
Whlle Fig. 8 1s drawn w ~ t h  approximation to the neu- 
t ra l~ ty  cond~t~on .  Fig. 13 has been drawn with the con- 
s~deratiorl of the complete electroneutrality condition. 
Imperfect quench for heavily copper-doped samples. 
--The electrically a c t ~ v e  copper roncentration In vari- 
ous samples as inferred from the Hall effect measure- 
ments was found to be lower than the total copper 
mncentrat~on In the samples Inferred from atomlc ab- 
sorption analysis (Table IV) From arguments in the 
orevious sections, compensation by native donor de- 
fects o r  by copper intentitials (acting as  donors) is 
ruled out as the explanation. On the other hand. pre- 
cipitation of copper during quenching or the solubility 
l ~ m i t  of copper a t  the equilibration temperatures can 
explain the discrepancy. If the explanation is one of 
the solubility limit, i t  is hard to reason why samples 
having total copper concentration less than 10'0 cm-3 
also show electrically active copper less than the total 
amouct of chemically inferred copper concentrations. 
Owing to the high diffusivity of Cu in Hg1-,Cd,Te (6, 
7 ) .  we are inclined to believe that precipitation of 
copper as CuTe or CuiTe during quenching results in 
the electrically active copper (as found by Hall effect 
measurements) to be less than that obtained by chemi- 
cal analysis. The fact that the fraction of electrically 
active copper decreases for higher and higher copper 
concerltrations (as determined by chemical analysis) 
also supports the view that precipitation occurs during 
quenching since the diffusion dlstance between copper 
atoms for precipitation to occur can be expected to de- 
crease as [Cutol]-? Efforts to improve the quenching 
efficiency by breaking open the ampuh and quenching 
the samples directly in water did not result in any im- 
provement. I t  appears that the high diffusivity of cop- 
per results in an imperfect quench from the equilibra- 
tion temperature. If we believe that precip~tatlon oc- 
curs during quench~ng, the solubility of electrically 
Toblc IV .  Comparison of the concentrotions of electrically active 
copper ond the totol amount of copper (0s determined from otom~c 
absorption onolysis) for somplcr doped with copper ot 500 
ond 600'C 
Total copper con- Elcctrlcally artlve 
Temper. centration (crn.'I copptr concenlrat~~~r. 
a tuw t C I crlomlc absorption) (cm-3) cHUl eflcit 
PAGE hS 
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active copper at T = 500'-W'C appears b be in ex- 
resn nf 1O"l rm ->. 
Conclurion 
I r l t ~ c c  lrft-rt   nod el ti lor undopcd and copper-doped 
Hgo ~Cdu rTc have been entablished via Hall enect and 
mobility measurements on cryrtala equilibrated under 
different partial prtasurea of Hg at  high temperatuns 
and quenched to room temperature. Accord- to the 
mwiek, :=ti% donor defects are negligible in eoncen- 
tration, native acceptor deiecis hi &ubly ionized, 
and copper acts as a single ampto r  occupying Hg lai- 
tice sites. Equilibrium constants for the intrinsic ex- 
citation constant, as well IS the incorporation of the 
doubly ionized native acceptor defects, have been 
established. 
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where [A' ] ,  [A"]. [A'"], etc. are the c o n n n t r a t i o ~  of 
the singly char ed doubl charged. and trip1 charged 
uwtptnrn; a mfmliar drinltlon holds lor tKr donor 
cut~wntratlunr 11) I, [U (1) ' 1 ,  rtc. The muillplylng 
hr tan  ol 4, Y, etc. In kp. [A-61 a r l r  becauc the 
centers are doubly (z = 2) mnd triply (t = 3)  charged, 
etc. For the c u t  where the undopcd and the cop r- 
doped cryrtala are not compensated (as d i s c u d i n  
the main text) we have 
NI = [A'] + 4[AN] + . . . ;A-71 
Since the defects a n  completely ionized at  77 K in both 
the undo end the copjpr-do crystals (8ee mlun 
text for Ekj. p' = p ; .1 K! r' or the undoped as well 
as the copper-doped crystals. Using Eq. [A-41 a d  
[A-51, rl wa? calculated as a function of p (77 K) for 
the case of (a)  NI = [A'] = p (77 K) (domnance of 
singly charged centers) and (ii) NI = 4[An1 = 2p 
(77 K) (dominance of doubly chug* centers?. 
The calculated mobll~ties due to iomzed ~mpj~rity 
scattering for the caws of the dominances of the s~ngly 
charged centers and dominance of the doubly char ed 
centen are shorn  as dash* lines in Fig.. 4 and 5. ex-  
trapolating the hole mobihty due to latQce scatten,ng 
to be 700 cmz/Vsec a t  77 K the overall hole moblllty 
as a function oi the hole concentration a t  77 K was cal- 
culated by  ~ i p r o c a l l y  ,combining the mobility due to 
ionlzed impurity scatter~ng and that due to lattice scat- 
tering 
1 1 1 1 
~ / P T O T  = - +-- -. -+- 
~r~a tck .  CM 700 CAO~W [A-81 
The calculated overall hole mobility as a function of 
the hole concentration is shown in Fig. 4 and 5 a; solid 
lines. 
APPENDIX B 
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Honeywell Electto-Optscr Center. Co~watntion 
APPENDIX A Results of Reynolds ct a1. (23) on Hgo.nCdo.~Te and 
Cokubthnr of Hole Mobility ot 77 K in Undopcd and of Schrmt and Stelzer (25) on Xig0.8Cdt~Je indicate 
Copper-hpd Hqo ckdozre that the crystals turn n-type below 300'-3N.C under Hg-saturated conditions and the electron cancentra- 
The decrease tf hole mobil~ty at 77 K with an in- tion under Hg-saturated conditions remains indepen- 
crease in the hole concentration in the undoped. ~X-~Stals dent of the anneal temperature. (Fig. 4 )  ind~cates that the contribution of ionized lm- If the conversion b thought to be due to some sort of 
ur~ty  scattering to the mob~lity at 77 K 1s not negligl- native donor defects, it remains to explain under what 
Elk circumstances the temperature independence could 
For a nondegenerate semiconductor with parabolic arise. For an explanation of thls we consider the fol- 
bands, the mobility due to Ionized impurity Scattering lowing reactions 
as given by the Brooks-Herring expression (21) 1s (-  AH,) Hg(1) -, Hg(g); K1= pa, = ( K l h e x p  
rl = 27" X-3'2 (kT)3'2 (*&#)2 (m0)-"2 (m*/&-i'2 kT 
[B-11 
x NI-1 4 ~ n ( l  + b) -  [A-11 Hg(g) -, Hg. 11 + 2ee; Ko = [Hg,.~l  [e'ls I 
where Pen 
24mQ (m*/mo) k2 (roe) = (Kdo exp (- bHs/kT) [B-21 b = 
el hP p' [A-21 O-, e' + h ; I(J = [e'l (h.1 = (K8)oexp (-  aHS/kTY 
end 
P' = p + (NA - ND - p) (P + ND)/NA [A-31 [B-31 
In expressions [A-1 1, [A-21, and [A-31, k is the TWO electroneutrality approximations can be consid- 
bltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, s is the ered: 
free space permitt~vity. r, is the static dielectric con- 
stant, m, is the free electron niass, (mo/m0) is the ef- Case 1: [e'l - [h,]  = dG 
fective mass ratio of holes, NI 1s the number of scat- 
tering centers given by the total number of ionized Case 2: [e'l u 2 IHg,.ll. 
donors and acceptors, e is the electronic charge, and fi Case 1: [e'l = 1h.I. From Eq. [B-21, [Hg = 
is Planck's constant. With T = 77 K. (m*/m.) (holes) K,~, , /[~,]z.  Substituting [c'] = [h.] = \/K~ fmm 
= 0 7 (34). r, -- 17.5 ( 3 )  tP * expression for the mobil- [ ~ - 3 j  and for pHs from [ B - ~ I ,  we get ity due to ion~zed irnpvr' attering becomes 
Ki KI 
PI = 8 x : P o  N1-1 ln(1 + b) -  [Hil '11 = -Ka 
[A-41 
- 
(KdotKdo - M i - b H r + h H s  
rind 
b = 9.42 x 101e/p' [A-51 (Ks)o 
In general U A H 3  = AH1 + &Hz, IHg will be independent of 
NI = ( [ A ' ]  + [D 1) + 4([A"l + [D I temperature and the electron concentrat~on under Hg- 
saturated conditions will be independent of temper- 
+ 9([AW'] + [D ]) + . . [A-61 ature in the cooled crystals, 
r ,7 
3- 13 ~~l~py,! . .  ?i:l.? 
R 7 0 ?  n t O~ POOR Q~JAL~TY 
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C u e  2: [e'l - t [Hp 11 
From [B-21, 
[Hl"tl = Kt PW'/[~'J' 
= K1 pnd4 [Hg"11' 
or 
[ H ~ . , I ]  = (Ks pa/4)iJa 
- 
- ( (Ks)o(K~)o  )IJa exp( 
4 5 kT 
Thus if AH1 = -aHt, [Hg..l] will be independent of 
temperature and the electron concentntron in the 
cooled crystals under Hg-mtunted conditions will .Ira 
be independent of temperature. 
It rhould be noted that while Hg-1 u e  conddered for 
the native donor defect# here, the arguments are umi- 
Irr if V..T. art considend insteed. 
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3.2 DEFECT CHEMISTRY AND CHARACTERIUTIOW OF INDIUM DOPED 
H9o. d d  o.3Te 
Reprjnted from J o v r r u  or m tu=. .Ylc&~ Wart 
Lattice Defects in Semiconducting Hg,-,Cd.Te Alloys 
11. Defect Structure of Indium-Doped Hgo,sCd 0.2 Te 
H. R. Vydyanath' 
Honeywell Electro-Optics Center, Lcrington, Mmachuxettr 02173 
ABSTRACT 
Hall effect measurements were carried out on indium-doped Hgo.8C&,lTe 
crystals quenched to room temperature subsequent to equilibration at  500' 
and 600°C under various partial pressures of Hg. All the indiurc-doped cryr- 
tals were n-type under moderate to high partial pressures of Ug whereas they 
were p-type at very low Hg pressures. The concentration of electrons ob- 
tained in the cmled crystals was lower than the intrinsic carrier concentra- 
tion at the equilibration temperatures. Also the electron concentration WM 
much lower than the indium concentration in the c ~ ~ ~ t a l s  and W0S found to 
increase with increasing Hg pressures at the equilibration temperatures 
and ~ i t h  increase in the total indium present in the cry8tab. These inferences 
have led to a defect model according to which most of the .rdium is incor- 
porated as InlTes (S) dissolved in Hgo ,Cdo.sTe (S) with only a small fraction 
of indium acting as single donors occupying Hg lattice sites. Baaed on such a 
model, calculated electron concentrations in the coaled crystals as a function 
of indium :oncentration and partial pressure of Hg are in agreement witlr the 
experimentaly observed valuer. 
The role of indium as r donor and its influence on CdS (1-2) and CdTe (3-4). However, such a syste- 
the native defect structure has been fnvestigattd in matic investigation into the mode of incorporation of 
indium and its influence on the native defects has no4, 
Electrochemleal S a l e l y  AcUve Member 
Key word. defect, lndlum doplng. Hgt-.C&Te, elcctron mobll- so h r  been carried out for Hgl-,Cd,Te alloys. The 
~ t y .  ~mlconductorr defect structure of undoped Hgo &do 2Te, the thenno- 
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dynamic constants for the incorporrti3n of the wtlm 
a m p t o r  defects, and the intrinsic excit.l!on c0-t 
in Hga nCdo,~Te have been established in the p r a c d h g  
paper (5 )  hereatter referred to u p.rt I. The vmrnt 
work was undefiaken to study the behavior of icdium 
in  HgonCdo,Te a8 a function of the phyricochemi:~l 
conditions of p r e p a m t i ~ n  (pn,, T, indium c~nCe!ht?a- 
Uon, etc.) and to explain the propert in  of the indium- 
doped crystals with the knowledge of the defect rtruc- 
t u n  of the undoped cryrtah (I). 
Exprrimontal 
Indidm was evaporated onto the r u r f a n  of the 
undoped Hg~.&do.nTe cryrtds  (x = 0.2 * 0.005) and 
the indium was diffused in a t  O ' C  and pnI = 10 
atm and a t  SOO'C and px, = 3 atm. Diffwion 
times of 24 hr  at  800°C and 7 days a t  MO'C into 
samples of thickness d . 0 4  cm were found to be 
adequate for the homogeneous diffusion of indium. 
The concentration of indium in each w n p l e  was deter- 
mined from atomic absorption analysis carried out by 
Photometrics, Incorporated, Lexington, Massachusetts. 
The residual impurity concentration in the starting 
undoped Hgo &do 2Te was LlOla cm-5. The thicknesses 
of the samples were minimized as  much a s  possible in 
order to improve the quenching emciency from the 
equrlibration temperatures as well M to assure t k -  
modynarnic equilibrium within reuonable equilibn- 
tion times. The equilibration procedure i n  variour Hg 
atmospheres is similar to that described in part I. 
Subsequent to the equilibration, the samples were 
quenched to room temperature; in a few cases the 
samples were air cooled to room temperature from the 
equilibration temperatures. The samples were lapped, 
polished, a r ~ d  otched in Br-methanol solution. Hall 
effect and electrical resistivity measurements were 
made using the van der Pauw method (6).  Magnetic 
field strengths of 400 and 4OOOG were used for the Hall 
effect measurements. 
Results 
As mentioned in part I, only those Hall effect re- 
sults which did not vary with the magnetic field and 
thus showed no mixed-type conduction were used in 
evaluating the carrier concentrations in the samples 
using the expression 
1 
The Hall effect data on all the samples doped to rea- 
sonable conccntra!lons of indium and annealed a t  
mcldiurn to hlgh partial pressures of Hg showed rr-type 
conductlvlty and the electron concentration in the 
samplcs at  77 and 300 K did not vary much, indicating 
that the Indium was all ionized at  77 K. Figures 1 and 
2 show the electron concentration in the cooled nys- 
tals as a function of the total indium present in the 
samples at  T = 500" and 600°C for various partial 
pressures of Hg. From the figures, it is apparent that 
the elcctron concentration in the samples increases 
with an ~ncrease in the total indium concentration in  
the samples and also increases as the partial premure 
of Hg at the equ~llbration temperatures increases. It is 
to be noted that although the electron concentration is 
a function of the total indium present in the crystals, 
thc electron conccntrat~on is much lower than the total 
amount of ~ndlum present in the crystals. - 
Flgure 3 shows the elcctron mobility at  77 K in vari- 
flus indium-doped samples as a function of the electron 
conccntrat~on These mobillties are lower than values 
reported for Hgo nCdo 2Te samples containing low 
donor concentrations (7) .  
Flgure 4 shows a comparison of the electron concen- 
tration obtained at 77 K as a funct~on of the par t id  
pressur.e of Hg at 500'C for crystals that were doped 
with varlous indium concentrations and were u r  
Fig. 1. Ekctmn concontrolion ot 77 K aa o fv~ti0It  of the totel 
indium conconhotion for Hm.&dr tTe c m k  onnwled ot 100" 
and 6OD'C ardor tho lndicatd p0ttiol preaaurcl of Hg ond 
qurnshod (o w r  hmprmt11r8. 
FIS. 2 Ekchon colcenhatkn at 77 K oa o function of the partial 
pmsun of Hg for H)o.~Cdo.:Tr c v t o h  dopod with voriout 
omcunts of indium and annealed at 5We and W C  and quenched 
to room hmprmturr. 
cooled or  quenched to room temperature. It  r , pears 
from the results that higher electron concentrations 
are obtained in the air-cooled samples than in &he 
quenched samples, the deviations between the two sets 
of :,amples being greater a t  lower Hg pressures. 
Discussion 
The approach utilized in arriving a t  a defect model 
for the indium-doped Hgo&do.:Te is similar to that 
used for the undoped and copper-doped HglnCdorTe 
in part I. Also any defect model that is established tc  
explain the experimental results in the indium-doped 
crystals should be consistent with the observations in  
the undoped and the copper-doped crystals of part I. 
Choice of a defect model.-Based on the value of 
the intrinsic excitation constant KI arrived a t  for 
Hg, ,Cdo 2Te (part I )  f i ~ r  temperatures between 400'- 
655 C, data shown in Fig. 1 and 2 indicate that the 
elevtron concentration obtained in the cool-d crystals 
is much less than the intrinsic carrier concentration a t  
the equilibration temperatures. 
Three different models can be considered to explain 
the electron concentration data shown in Fig. 1 and 2. 
111 the f lnt  model considered, a fraction of the In- 
dium is assumed to be present u singly positively 
VOL l t 8 ,  NO. 11 LATTICE DIPECTa IN H#I-J%IL ALLOY8 1611 
I*. 3. ~ k m  M n K . hn*. .I I* ~ h m  ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a & ~ ~ u ~ ~ i ~ ~  Edymz c8ne8aha(kn in k(ircl.&pd W.fi.rT8 c-k kmpcratc~nr cur k appmimrGd by 
chuged donon occupyin# Hg bttim dbr while th, 
mt of it fr urumed to be p-nt am ae#ativeb 
chuged urociatm of h g l y  positively chuged indium 
on Hg lattice dtm md doubly m#ativoly chuged 
native acceptor &fen. Moat of the indlum t u- 
Nmcd to he df-eampeaukd u given by tha eloctto- 
ncutnllty rpproximrtIon 
For ruch a model the dependence of [e'] on [hm]  and 
PHI ir inferred from the reaction 
and the m u r  action conatant 
K ~ I . H ~ v ~ )  = [ (InmVw)'l~m/ [eelath~nrl [ll 
with 
t(In~,Vn~)'l  = [In.n81 = ~fnrerl/t 
[el a [ I n ~ l ~ ~ n r ~  from [ll 
Although this model qu8litatively explrinr the we& 
donor activity of indium it predicts an independence 
of electron concentntion u a iunctlon of the tow in- 
dium precnt in the mnpln, contrary to the -Its 
rhown in Fig. 1 urd 2. 
In the second model conridered, mO8t of rbs In- 
dium ia urumed to be pment u neutnl Mpletr 
( I ~ H ~ V H , I ~ ~ ~ ) *  formed by the urodation of two dngly 
positively charged indium donor rpedes on Wg h t t i a  
0 1 1. lom ,m-' In. OUtNCMID 
o I B. lorn I". A* COOLED 
7 3 .  1 0 " c m ~ ' k .  OWNCMID 
0 7 5 # 10'' cm-' ln. AR COOLtD 
and for [(InmVdnw,)r; = [Inwl;4 am D 4  8-ld- 
mation to the indirrla brtu . turtion [In.mE a 
[Inm]'.spH,fi 8t tbr? equilih 'emgamiunr. Al- 
though Ulir model yrulita*Jva ., , .dm the v&Hon 
of electron concentmtion u 2 ". .I '>a of the M u m  
In the cryrk t  md the putfi ;c at Hg at thj 
equilibration tempmatures, the cdculmted electron 
concentntion in tho cooled cyrUlr aonddenag tha 
complete neutrality condition rho- r mu& rkrpcr 
dependence on pq than oboewed experimenially. 
Alro, the model predict8 the erprtrlr will turn gtypo 
even st  Hg pmmucr clom to utuntion pnmurr ,  
contrary to the result8 of Fig. 8. 
The third model conriderad ir one where moat at 
the indium ia urumed to be prcrcnt u fnrTea bL- 
solved in Hgg.&do.:Te, with 8 a m d l  fnction of In on 
Hr lattice rite8 acting u donon. The dependence of the 
electron concentration on the indium in the crgrtrlr 
md p ~ ,  cur be inferred from the reaction dcaeribin# 
the incorporation of InnI irom the In:Te,(S) dlrrolved 
in Hlo.&rTe. 
The reaction of intemt ir 
The mua action relation ir dven by 
K c ~ n l r s -  r n . ~ ~ )  = [ ~ m l r [ e ' I s / a ~ . ~ ~ & ~ ~  181 
where ~ X ~ T *  L the activity of IMTQ (8). 
For 
[@'I = th.1 = >> 
from relation (81 
where VI.~., and X m o  rtuul for the activity mem- 
dent and tbe mol fraction of ImTor(8) di#olvod In 
WO.$Z~O.~TO(B) .  
I n t h e o o o M ~ r t T T X C  
Hence. tho dependence of o' In tho coolod crystah on 
the indium concontration In the umph and the pu- 
thl gmnur of Iil at t& quilibrrtion tompomkvrr 
ir rxgl.lnrbb. 
A defect dtuation wkan tho grt.l ia utuntod 
with the dopant hu kar okrrwd tor iodlno-doped 
Cd8 (8) where Cdfs ( 8 )  w u  prmnt u r pun rrcond 
phue; however, thr connntrrtlon of the iodine 6rMr 
rpecier on sulfur btticc ribs w u  Independent of the 
activity of CdIn(S), acus r l n e  wu t a k a  to be 
unity for pure Cd18(B). In the prcrmt crw, 11 the 
InsTer(5) d m  not diuolvo in X&.&&.STI(~) but re- 
0 H I G i r ; i i ~  i'j-,::,: 
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mains u a p u n  ~ c o n d  phue, the activity of InaTea(S) 
kcomer unity and the e l e c t r i d y  active traction of 
indirun [In.n,] kcornu independent of the activlty of 
InrTe~ and in turn becomes independent of the m.n  m t  
of ln:Tea(B) or the totil moun t  of indium p m n t  in 
the crystals (Eq. [8I-f61) contrary to our expari- 
mentvl observations (Ng. 1 and 2). However, if 
In:Tea(S) diuolves in Hk.:Cdo.:Te(S), the activity of 
InaTe (81, a ~ , n ~ .  becomes r variable, .urcreuin# with 
incnasing moun t  of the diwlved InrTel(S) and 
reaching a value of unity when the rolubility limit Ia 
reached, and 1nrTe.q (S) kcomrs a p u n  second phua. 
lFOr such a situation, the electricdly active M i o n  of 
indium [In.Hn] becomes a function of the activity of 
In*Tea(S) and thereby a function of the amount of 
I~ ,T~;(S)  or the total amount of indium prcwnt in 
the crystals (Eq. [a] - [I]  ) ; the electron concentration 
in the cooled crystals which Is directly proportional to 
the amount of the electrically active Indium be- 
comes r function of the tokl indium present h the 
crystals (Eq. [51). Hence the diuolution of IntTe(S) 
In Hgo,Cdo2Te(S) is m essential requirement in ex- 
plainin# the dependence of the electron Concentration 
December 1881 
indium and tellurium and tire comporitton corm- 
sponded to InrTer. X-ray analyrcr indicated evidence 
of lattice parametst changes with an increme i r ~  the 
concentration of Indium from 8 x 101s cm-8 to 8 x 1W 
cm-a with no adderne of the prawn- of r m n d  
phue, whereu cku evidence of the pmcnce of r 
second phue  w u  obtained In umplcs cont.lntng 
greater than lOt1 em-: of indium. Althouah not m- 
tirely conclurive, these data m m  to nrpport the idea 
that InzT%(S) is mluble in w.:CQ.rTe from 1 to 8 
m/o at Woo-OOO'C. 
Analyr':, of the cadet  conee%tration in the cooled 
cry8talr.-Denoting the high temper, t u n  defect ltrk 
by subscript HT, a e  complete el&troneutrality con- 
dition and the !ndi;rm W n c e  equation can be written 
U 
[ ~ ' I H T  + 2[Vwn#1ht = [ ~ ' H # ] U T  + [h IHT t a j  
md 
[In'nnlnr + 2tInaTealm = [Inwl 171 
Expressing dl the quantities in the electroneutnllty 
condition [61 in tennr of the m u s  action constantr de- 
And in part I, we get 
in the ;%led crystals on the total indium premnt in 
the cnr,:b. It should a h  k mentioned a t  thb  s u e  [ e ' ] ~ f  + 2K"v~n [e'l~$I'K~z P H ~  = [ ~ T ' H ~ ]  + K I / [ C ' ] ~  
that if indium in interstitial rites is considered to ba 
the donor species instead of indium on Hg lattice dtcr 
the incorporation reaction Is written u 
end the maas action constant 
- 
for an intrinsic crystal with [e'l = Ih.1 = ~ K I  
[ I n d  
The electron concentration in the cooled crystals for 
such a situation can be expected to be dependent on 
pnn much more than experimentally o b s e n d .  
such a model predicts that the crystals turn p-type at  
Owing to the narrow bandgap of Hgo.aCdo.~Te, the 
correctness of the usumption of KI = [e'] [he] E 
constant for a flxed temperature for large donor or 
acceptor concentrations is arguable. Since d l  our ex- 
perimental mul tc  have shown systematic variations 
of carrier concentrations .a a funt3ic.n of the impor-d 
physicochernical conditions in accordance with the 
mass action approach, we feel our assumption Is a valid 
one. 
In the crystals quenched to mom temperature from 
the equilibration temperrtures 
Hg pressures close to rahvlltion pressures contrup to [e'ltt K = [In'nnlnt - ~ [ V " ' ~ I I I T  
the exwrimental resultr (Fig. 1 and 2). Thus, in addi- nr 
-- 
tion t; the requirement th;t In:Te(S) be in ~ l i d  [e'ltt K = [b'nnl - 2K"v~n [e'lHft/K~* PHI 191 
solution of Hgo.aCdo 2Te (S) the requirement that the 
majoritv of the electrically active indium be ~reseh t  values of the mass action constants K1 and KUbrc.  am 
su6stifitiondly on Hg lat t ik sites rather than in inter- given by (part 1) 
stitial aites must also be satisfied in order to explain 
the experimental results. 
The fact that the experimentd results require that 
In2Te3 be in solution of Hg,.&do.tT~. up to about 1-2 
mol percent (mlo) is not unrcmnable. HgTe, CdTe, 
and IneTes all have zinc blende structures with not 
tm lnrgely different lattice pa rmeten  (8.4515 for 
HgTe, 6.47A for CdTe, and 6.15A for In:T-) and, in 
fact, it has been established by Woolley et al. (0) 
and Spencer (10) that amounts of up to 15 m/o InrTq 
dissolve in HgTe and the energy gap increws with 
increasing InrTeS concentration samewhat significantly 
beyond about 5 d o .  We assume however, that in our 
experiments for InrTe3 concentration less than 1 m/o, 
the influence on the energy gap of IVg.:C&.:Te b 
negligible. The assumption appears just1 , J, dnce no 
drastic variation in the concentration of c u r l e n  is 
encountered with increasing indium concentration in 
the crystal. Pure InrTea in known to k p-type with 
m energy gap of 0.3 eV (10) and in fact o.re of the 
samples that wan doped to 5 x lOrl atonu/e& of in- 
dium showed exnsr iw InaTrr formation and the 
sample wor p-type. 
Preliminary x-my and Auger analysis data ltro 
seem to #upport the model of indium being present as 
InzTe~ (S! dissolved in I& &Q.rTe ( 8 ) .  Auger a d y s i a  
of the surface of a sample containing greater than 
1OY1 cm-3 of indium indicated the surface to be rich in 
K1'vHn = 1.58 x 100 exp ( -2.24 eV/KT) em-, atm [ I l l  
wlth the knowledge K"vH# m d  KI (F4. [Dl) gives 
[e'lnr and [VNr.,1 u a function of [In.m] for v u i o u  
partial pmrurei: of Hg. 
The product of the m u s  action conttant deflned by 
Eq. [S] and the activity of InzTea(S), K ~ I I ~ ' T ~ - I I ' ~ ~ )  
al,,ra m d  [e'lrr a are .Ira immediately obtained u 
a function of (In H,] from Ep. [a1 nnd [Ol, respec- 
tively. Comparison of the calculated [tO]n r u a func- 
tion of [In.~,1 with the experimental values of Fig. 1 
gives the concentration of the C e c t r i d y  active h- 
tion of indium u a fun~*on of ihc total indium pnrur t  
in the crymtals u shown in Fig. 5. Values of 
K ~ t , ~ t ~ - I ~ ~ n ~ , a l ~ t ~  calculated earlier u r function 
of [In,nn1 can then be related to the total !ndium wn- 
centration in the 2rystrls md in turn to the rmount of 
InrTea present in the crystals from the indium balance 
h. [61. N g u n  6 show K c I ~ ~ ~ - I ~ . ~ , ~ G ~ ~ ~ T . )  as a func- 
tion of [In~Te:l p m m t  in the cryrbh. Bin- the dope 
of the curve6 on the log-!og wm!e Ir different from 
unity. it appears that the activity cocflldmt of InrTesiP) 
dissolved in Hgo :Cdo.*Te(S) is not constant, but varies 
with the unount of InrTe;(S). Once the values of 
K *  I~sT.;-I~ ~ , , Q I , u T ~  YI I f~nction of In:Te,(LS) m 
Vd. la, No. 12 LATTICE DEFECTS IN Hgl-,Cd,Te U L O Y S  I693 
4 [1-*1 . 
Fi#. 5. CowmhaHII ef 0khiQn) .ctkr W h  a a trvlirr 
d ( I * M . l * ( i r r , p m n n t h t h o ( w b ~ k ~ i l i b m -  
t i m a t I Q O ' C n r . = 3 a h d a t ( O 0 . C p H . =  1 0 ~ .  
lo* 
- 1 
'''I,,, ,,- 
RC 7. Gkcllrk( &kt aurtn(irr (Ia'l. [h'l. CV'rnI, 
[In.-], d [ I ~ T o ~ ] )  a a hwtiw d (I* khl W i  p a a n t  
in (I* i~~ *.&.¶To crptmb d a q a n t  k ~~- 
t i a n a t ~ C a d ~ =  I m t m ; ( . I W Y m r l m t b o a k r W  
an* muamtiam ahdud in (I* wW crysmb at77K; 
n ) r r i m h l ) r i r k a m a b . ~ f u a r y r i r w .  
fi(. 4. Cakrlat6d nlr d tLc &act d tho mu action con- 
s M t  Kcl12me~..~s, and tho activity of In2Te(S) in dution of 
Hlo sCdo2Tm(S) (=[In ~ ~ l ~ [ o ' ] P / p ~ ~ ;  exprodon 13) in the 
tort) ma a function d I o  concmtcotion d InlTq p m n t  in tho 
i d a m - & d  crptols ubsqumt to qmilibrotion ot 500' ond 
W C .  
known from Fig. 6, it is possible !O calculate [ e ' ] n ~ ,  
IC'IIIT. [V"tlIIt4f, [In ~ ' 1 ,  and [hlTeal M a function 
of I1ntot] and p~+# from Eq. 131, 171, 181, and [O]. -2 
Frgures 7 and 8 show the calculated defect con- ['+.* ? a 
centrations at T = SOO'C. PHI = S rtm. and T = bOObC, rh. I. &kml.kd wt cwn-  ( [ re ] ,  [L.], [v",,~], 
PHC = 10 atm as a function of the indium concentr.- [I, .,I, [ I ~ ~ T I ~ ] )  a ~ .K(~oR d (I* (OMI inlilm m I t  
tton in the wstals.  C l l c ~ h t c d  valut?S of the H e r  in tho h4lm-w Hlo,&(o,2To c r f i ~ l c  -t to wilibrcl- 
concentrations in the cooled c ~ ~ t a l s  shown h at (OO*C mi  p ~ ,  = 10 am; WJ licm 'her th mt. 
along wrth the experimental values. The rmeernmt c r k t d  c* cwconhotknl d r o i n d  in tho cooki c v h h  ot 
between the calculated values and the experimental 77 K; o r p e h r k l  prim a n  mho t l w ~ n  foc myrirocl. 
ones appears satisfactory. The figures aka  pradict that 
the crystal is essentially intrinsic with most of the 
indium being present as k2TrZ =ii> only e amdl h c -  corporation reaction for In., from fntTestS) (Eq. 
tinn present as single donors occupying Hg kttice [S]). The concentration of the native ampto r  defects 
sites. The concentration of the native ampto r  de lwb  ( [V" I~ , ] )  also varies in Fig. 8 dnce the partial prcr- 
IS essentially constant in the figures since the partial sure of Hg is a variable. The calculated electron con- 
prrssurc of Hg is kept constant and the rryrWI I centration values at 77 K u r function of p ~ ,  are in 
rrscntially intrinsic. agreement with the experimental valua shown in the 
Figure 8 shows the calculated deftct concentrations figure. The p to n t rudUon in the cooled crystals 
at T -- SOO'C as a functron of the partial pressure of (Fig. 7 through 8 )  occurs when [I~.H~] = 2[V"n,I. 
Hg for n fixed indium connrrtration in !h.2 crystal. It Figures 10 and 11 show the calculated electron con- 
can bc noticed fmm the figure that although the tot.1 centrations at 77K for various indium mnnntraPons 
ind~um concentration is fixed in the crystal, the amount in the crystals at T = 500. and W ' C  M a function of 
of the clectrically active indium varies as a function p ~ , .  Agreement between the cdcuhkd  vrlues and the 
d the partial preuure of Hg as predicted from the in- experimental ones appears atisfactory. 
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Fig. 9. Colculatrd defect concentrations (re'], [h 1, [V"H'], 
[In H'], and [ I n a T ~ ] )  05 a f r n c h n  of the partial prosum d 
Hp a t  the cqrilibration trmperature of W C  for o fixed indium 
coacmtrotion of 1.8 X 1V0 cm-S in  H p o . s a 2 T c  c w l d s ;  
loM lints s l w  the colculatcd corricr concmtmlions obtained 
in tbe cooled crystals a t  77 K; experimental poinh ore also s k r n  
for campariron. 
It  is i~terest ing to note from Fig 8 through 11 that 
even for very high indium concentrations the crystals 
turr, p-type under low Hg pressures thus demonstrat- 
ing the complexity of dopant incorporation in defect 
semconductors. 
Effect of cooling rate on the electron concentration. 
--The results of Fig. 4 indrcate that the electron con- 
centration obtained in the indium-doped samples 
which are air cooled from 500°C is higher tLan in 
the ones quenched from 500°C, the deviation being 
greater a t  lower Hg pressures This implies that the 
native acceptor defects frozen in the air-cooled sam- 
ples is low& than in the quenched samples, thereby 
increaslna the electron concentration in the r o m ~ l e r  
alr coolez from the equilibrabon temperatures. fi h 
not presently clcar why the native acceptor defects 
rather than the indium atoms tend to precipi'ate out 
during air cocling. 
Electron mobility in the indium-doped rample?.- 
As shown In Fig. 3, the electron mobility at  77 K in the 
indium-doped samples is on the order of 104 cm*/Vaet, 
decreasrng to lower values for electron concentrations 
exceeding 1018 cm-3. These values are  an order of 
magnitude lower than reported previously (7) for 
low donor corlcentrstions (<lo" rm-3). The data 
shown In F I ~  3 correspond to various indium-doped 
samples containrng indium concentrations varying 
from approx~mately 5 x 10lR ern-J to greater than 
102Qcm ? these samples also contain doubly ionized 
nat~vt.  rcccptor defects varying from 1017 cm-3 to 
5 k loi7 cm-3 in concentrations corresponding to the 
1 .o 10.0 
PARTIAL RtSSUIIt OF b , a m  
Fig. 10. b k u b k d  ekckon concentmcion a t  77 K in various 
indium-loped h.8C(o.2Te crptoh a a function of tk portiol 
pmam af Hg .fhr .a c r p h h  a n  anwok(  a t  Y#'C and 
-bed k rmm k r m m m ;  experimental ).intc we aka shorn 
for c e m ) ~ r i ~ .  
r = moc 
I EXPERIMENTAL POINTS -7 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF b, otm 
Fig. 11. Colculottd rlectron conccntrotion at  77 K in  various 
ind~um-doped Hpo sC& 2Tc crystals or o function of t k  panlal 
pmrure of He after the crystals are annoalcd ot  600°C and 
qurnchrd to mom hmprroturc; experimmtol po:nh arc also shorn 
for comparison. 
annealing temperature of 500'-600'C under various 
partial pressures of Hg. The large electricaLly active 
indium concentrations (1017-101R cm-s! and the com- 
pensating doubly ionized native defect concentrations 
probably account for the much lower mobilities. 
Conclusion 
A defect model for indium-doped Hgo "Cdo zTe has 
been established from Hall effect measurements on 
~nd~um-doped crystals equilibrated under various par- 
t ~ a l  prt ssures of Hg and temperatures and quenched 
to room temperature. According to the model, most of 
the indium is incorporated into the crystals as 
InzTe~ (S)  dissolved in Hgo &do 2Te (S) with only a 
smaU fraction being present as single donors occupy- 
Ing the Hg lattice. 
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Lattice Defects in Seiniconducting Hg,-.2dsTe Alloys 
Ill. Defect Structure of Undopad Hgo.aCdo,Te 
H. R. Vydpnath,' 1. C. Donovan, and D. A Nelson 
Honrywell Elect~o-Optics Center, LLxiWon, Massachutcttr 02173 
Hall effect measurements were carried out on undoped H&.oCQ.~T~ uys- 
tals quenched to room temperature subsequent to equilibration at tempera- 
tures varying from 450" to 720°C under various partial prtsaurcs of Hg. The 
variation of the hole concentration as a function of the partial pressure of 
Hg indicates that the native acceptor defects arc doubly ionized. Native donor 
defects are found to be negligible in concentration and the gtype to n-type 
conversion is shown to be due to residual donors and not due to native donor 
defects. Thermodynamic constant for the incorporation of the doubly ionized 
native acceptor defect b been eatabliahed. 
Schmit and Stelzer (1: ham reported electrical data 
on Hgo Kdo +Te crystals annealed at various tempera- 
tures under Hg-saturated and Te-saturated conditions. 
Brebrick and Schwartz (2) have recently analyzed 
these data on the basis of a defect model t h ~ t  
all the p-type crystals to be compensated by native 
donor defects and predicts the conversion of p-type 
to n-type in the crysbls to be due to native donor 
defects. Conclusions of ncent defect structure inveati- 
gation in undoped H& ,Cdo.Fe (3) am in contradic- 
tion to those of Brebrick ~ n d  Schwartz (2). Since an 
~ x a c t  power dependence of the hole concentration on 
the partial pressure of Hg at  the annealing tempera- 
tures is not possible to evaluate from tire experiment.! 
rcsults of Schm~t and Stelzer (2), which were done 
under Hg-saturated and Te-saturated conditions only, 
the present work was undertaken to obtain additiorul 
electrical data at various intermediate partial p m -  
sures of H g  in addition to those of Schmit and Seltzer 
( 1  1. These data have enabled us to establish a more 
precise power dependence of the hole concentration on 
the partial pressure of Hg at the annealing tempera- 
tures; the hole concentration in the cooled rryrtb h u  
been found to vary as p ~ , - ' f i  indicating that the 
dominant native acceptor defects at  the annealing 
temperatures are doubly ionized. Just as for undopcd 
Hgn nCd~ rTe (3)  the electrical data in Hgo &do,,Te 
have been explained satisfactorily on the baris that 
the native rcceptor defects arc doubly ionized, that 
the native donor defects a n  negligible in connnbr-  
tion, and that the conversion to n-type in H ~ o . & d ~ . ~ T e  
Electrochernlcal S d e t y  Actlva Wembrr. 
Key words' defect. Wg~-.Cd,rr, W e  mobulty, wmkonducton. 
crystals is due to residual foreign donors. The depend- 
ence of the hole concentration on the partial pressure 
of Hg and the temperature of equilibration has led 
to the establishment of the thennodynmic constant 
for the incorporation of the doubly ionized native 
acceptor defect. 
Experimental 
The composition of the cryrkls rwd in the pmcn t  
work corresponded lo r = 0.4 f 0.065. The residual 
impurity concentration was <101@ em-,. In order to 
improve the emciency of quenching the high tempera- 
ture equilibrium, the thicknem of the sunples was 
restricted to <0.M cm. Equilibration periods ranged 
from 24 hr at  temperatures >SOO0C up to 2-5 weeks at  
450°C. The procedure of equilibrating the samples in 
various Hg pressures and quenching the aampln sub- 
seauent to wuilibntion is identical to that of mrt I 
(3j.  It should be mentioned hem that while ~chmi t  
and Stelser (1) used Te powder dong with the sun- 
ples for equilibration under Te-saturated ccnditions, 
we have used equivalent Hg pressurn (4-6). Subm- 
quent to the equilibration, the runplcr w e n  quenched 
to room temperature, The urnplea were kpped, pol- 
ished, and etched in Br-methanol solution. Hall effect 
and electrical resistivity mewrementr were made 
using the v m  der Pauw method (7). Magnetic fleld 
strengths d 100 and MOOG were uKd for the Hall 
enect meuuremenb. 
Results 
As mentioned in part I (3) only those Hall effect 
results which did not vary with the magnetic Bdd 
and, thus, showed no mixed-type conduction. were 
2Q6 J .  8kctroch.m. Soc.: SOLID-STATE SCIENCE AND I'ECHNOWGY Dmmber 1081 
urcd in evaluating the holt eoac~tntionr in the nm- 
p l a  using the expramion 
1 
p=- 
R.0 
H.U d d e n t  u a function of Gaapexahue o! mar- 
surtment ia shown in Fig. 1 for undopcd &.&.4)TC 
nlnple6 quilibmcd a t  tbc indicated tempentura 
and d a l  DIWSUW of HI. It cm be i&md from 
the igue &at tht ionization of the native amaptor 
defcets app- to k c~mprete m d  l o o - r n ~  .nd 
at higher ttmpentulcI intrindc &em begin b be- 
come important. We have wcd hole concentmtlon 
mc~lremtnb at 182K to infer the cancentrrtian of 
native amptor defects pre8ent at the equilibration 
temperatures. Figws 2 and 3 show the hole conan- 
W o n  at 102 K as a function of the putill prcourc 
of Hg for various quilibntion tempekturct-ranging 
from 450' to 720-C. The hole conecntration inseam 
with d m -  in the p&ml premium of Hg. but mo& 
weakly than wm found h r  F&.d.jTe (put I)  (a). 
In undoped Hgo.,Cdo.zTe the hole concentration varied 
as h 6 - l  (part I). whereas. d b  of Fig. 2 and 8 
indicate that the hole eoncmhtion in undopcd 
Iig~.&&.~Te variea u pll.-l" and increases with in- 
crease in temperature. 
Figures 4 .ad 5 show the mobility of holm at 77 and 
192 K as a function of the holr! connntmtion. The 
tie. 1. Hall coefficient as a fu~ t ioa  d measurement hmprro- 
h re  for md@ Hg0.&.4Te mnpler anmmhd at the indiiahd 
nnp r ra t rm  ond parHol p m u r u  of Hg and quenched k room 
hmpwat*re. 
4. 2. Hole cmcemtrotion at 192 K as o faction of the partial 
v w n  .I Hg for rndopd Hgo,&d~,~Te crystoh rnnrsW at 
45V and 5M'C and qmchod h roam tmpemhlrc; rlY l i e s  
wmgond  b tk valwr c a k r k h d  om rtu l w s  of the l w t  
mlrl. 
bl0' 
2 
s 
- I Ti"-- . r d c  T ~ C  
"5 
Fig. I. Hok mobility at 192 K oc a function of the hole cancer- 
tmtion for bn&pd H#o.&.4Tc 
hole mobilities at 77 K are lower than those obtained 
for Uo.rCdo.rTe (put I) ( 8 ) .  
Discussion 
The quadchemical approach wcd to arrive at the 
defect model has already been demibtd in put S 
(3 1 and, hence, is not detailed hen. 
Native acceptor dcfect.8.-The fact that the hole 
concentration in the crystals ia proportional to pn6-ln 
(Fig. 2 and 3) indicate8 that the native amptor de- 
fects are doubly ionized. The formation and ionization 
of these defecb can be described by the following 
reaction and mass action relation 
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the native acceptor defects ([e'l << [Vaa1 = 
[h.]/2). Asrurning that [h-I = 2 [ V N ~ 1  at the high 
temperature u well m in the ~001cd crlrt.l, irom 
Eq. [a] we get 
K'va, = ([h.la/2)pa, Dl 
U h #  a procedure of trill and error. an erprenion for 
KmVAI in the form of Ae-alkr w u  arrived at, which 
best explained the experimental results of Fig. 2 m d  
3 a t  vuious temperatures. Greater emphuir w u  
placed on the results at  lower annealing temperatures 
with the assumption that results irom the high& tcm- 
perature anneals may suffer from a greater quenching 
inelflciency. The value of K " v ~  was e d u t C d  to be 
or. in t e r m  of site fkactions, (there are 1.33 x lW 
molecules/cms in H&.&d~..l e)  
The hole concentrations calculated bucd on this d u e  
of K"vHa are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 u solid lines. The 
agreement between the experimental results and the 
calculated d u e s  appears smtisfactory. 
Since H g ~ . ~ c d ~ . ~ T e  melts at a higher tempcraturc 
than Hgo.8CdosTe and has a greater bmdgap, the en- 
thalpy associated with the incorporation of the doubly 
ionized acceptor defect can be expected to be higher in 
r = 0.4 material than in z = 0.2 material. The en- 
thalpy for s = 0.4 from Eq. [I]  is 2.29 eV, whereas, 
that for x = 0.2 material established in part I is 2.24 
eV. 
- .  
Since the intrinsic carriers do not dominate the 
electroneutrality condition in z = 0.4 material for 
temperatures between 450'-720eC, evaluation of the 
intrinsic excitation constant KI = [e'l[h.l was not 
wssible. Howev~r. from the results of Fin. 2 and 3 it 
sppears that the intrinsic carrier concen6tion is lms 
than 3 x 1016 cm-3 a t  450°C and less than 3 x 1017 
cm-3 at 720°C. These upper limits of the intrinsic 
carrier concentrations are lower than those extrapo- 
lated from the empirical expressions for q for z = 0.4 
in literature ( 15). 
Hole concentrations for anneals under Hg-raturated 
and Te-saturated conditions.-With the knowledge of 
the partial pressures of Hg under Hg-saturated and 
Te-saturated conditions (4-6) and the value of KWvHa 
(expressions [4] and [5]) established in the previous 
section, the hole concentrations in the c ~ s t a l s  cooled 
to room temperature after anneals a t  diflerent tem- 
peratures can be calculated from Eq. [3]. Figure 6 
shows the calculated hole concentrations under Hg- 
saturated and Te-saturated conditions. It is to be noted 
that the calculations assume the concentrations of the 
residual donors and acceptors to be negligible in com- 
parison with the native defect conceiitrations at the 
a;~neal temperatures. Figure 6 shows the experimental 
results of the present work, as well as those of Schmit 
and Stelzer (1). It is clear from the figure that 
quenching inefficiencies or the presence of voids and 
inclusions in the material (part I )  can cause scatter 
in the data, particularly at higher temperatures. Also, 
the decrease of hole concentration with increase in 
temperatureet T > 600eC for Hg-saturated conditions 
observed in Ref. (1 ) appears to arise from the quench- 
ing inelRcicncies and is not a real effect since our re- 
sults show a continuous increase in hole concentration 
with increase of temperhture from 450" to 720.C. 
Residual impurity concentrations were neglected in 
the electroneutrality condition used to arrive at the 
hole concentration cal.ulations detniled in the pre- 
vious section. At lower temperatures of annealing the 
presence of residual donor concentrations can con- 
siderably affect the hole concentration in the sam- 
Pi .  6. Cakubted Lola concmkatian l i i  at 192 K as a fmnc- 
tion of annealin) knp.rotun far m m d o p d  Hgn.gCdo r f c  cquifi- 
bmkd in Hg- and TI-~hmttd conditions. 
ples. The Appendix details the calculation of the hole 
concentration in the crystals in the presence of residual 
donors. Such a calculation assuming a residual donor 
concentration of 1018 cm-% shown as a dashed line in 
Fig. 6. It is clear from the figure that the results of 
Ref. (1) at  375% under Hg-saturated conditions can 
be explained if the crystals are assumed to have ap- 
proximately 10le ern-a rt:idual donon. 
The expressions for th.8 hole concentrations in the 
cooled crystals as a funct.?n of temperature for Hg- 
saturated and Te-saturated .:onditions are given by 
lh.1 (Te saturated) = 3.65 x 1019 
Isohole concentration plot.-Hole concentration cal- 
culations as a function of the anneal temperature and 
the partial pressure of Hg as detailed in the two pre- 
vvous sections enable us to draw lines of constant 
deviation from stoichiometry as a function of tem- 
p~~rature  and partial pressure of Hg. A plot of such 
lines of constant hole concentration is shown ill Fig. 7. 
The upper and lower Hg pressures within which the 
solid is stable at each temperature were obtained from 
ra!ferences (4-6). Comparison of this plot with a simi- 
litr one for Hgo ~CdozTe (part I, Fig. 12) indicates 
that the concentration of native acceptor defects ob- 
tained in s = 0.4 material is lower than i~ r = 0.2 
material. The temperature dependence of the hole con- 
centration in the cooled crystals is also shallower fbr 
r = 0.4 than for r = 0.2 owing to the fact that the 
x = 0.2 crystals are intrinsic at the anneal tempera- 
tures, whereas the x = 0.4 crystab are not. 
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hmporoture of o n w l i y .  
Hole mobility in Hgo.&&.4Te.-Fiqura 4 and S 
show that the hole mobility at 77 K decreases with 
increase in hole concentration whereas it in relatively 
independent of the hole concentration at 192 K indicat- 
ing that the hole mobility at 192 K is almost completely 
dominated by lattice nattering whereas ionized im- 
purity scattering contributes to the mobility at 77 K. 
The absolute hole mobility at 77 K as well as i h  de- 
pendence on the hole concentration in Iig~.~Cd~.,Te ar
1- than in I3&.aCdo.rTe (put I) (9). 
Conclusion 
Based on the variation of the hole conctntration an 
a function of the partial pressure of Hg in cry~tala n- 
nealed at various temperatures and quenched to room 
temperature, the dominant native acvxptor defects in 
urrdoped HgoeCdo4Te have been established to be 
doubly ionized. The mass action constant describing 
the incorporation of the doubly ionized acceptor defect 
explains the experimental rerulh mtbfactorily. 
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APPmDxx 
Ma& Curwb.yu c.krl.diu Ir 4~.&.4tr Concinlw 
k J l w k k a n  
Electroneutnllty coadition: 
Hilh -purture 
31VNmlar = [h'lar + tD.1 [A-11 
Cooled cryrtrlr 
[ ~ ' I L T  = 2 t V m ~ l ~  - [D'l [A-~I  
Subcri  t HT and LT in . [A-11 and [A-21 refer 
to the &.h +a ntum 3 low temperature defect 
11Fte8, mpecUYeg; ID.] nfen to concentration of re- 
ndual donon m the sun les, wumed to be always 
ionized and iadepcndet o t  m e a l  tem rature. 
Ppreu ing  the 8ptc1~1 m Eq. [A-lrand LA-21 in 
term of the ~UBS action conatant K " Y ~  (Eq. [2] of 
nuintext) w e p t  
at 
9KNvad([h.1rarpf4) = [h'lar + LD.1 
In the cooled -tala 
with the knowledge cf K"vH, (E [2] of the main 
text) hole concentration in the m ~ e d  crystals can be 
calculated from Eq. [A-31 and [A-41 for various Axed 
resldual donor connntrahons in the crystals. 
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todi ne doped sing1 e ci>ystal samples o f  Yg, &do. 2Te 
were annealed at  temperatures varying from 453 t o  600'C 
i n  Hg vapor and quenched t o  room tenperature. lla11 
ef fec t  measurements a t  77 K on the crystals cooled to  
roan temperature indicate the samples t o  he n-type af ter  
anneals a t  high Hg pressures whereas they turn p t y p e  
af ter  anneals at  low Hg pressures; the electron concen- 
t r a t i on  increases wlth increase I n  Ilq pressure. The 
results are explained on the basis that the crystals are 
saturated with (Yg,Cd)12, wlth the iodine being present 
as donors ~c i ;py ing tel lur ium l a t t i c e  s i tes ( l fe )  and 
a fraction k i n g  present as (fTeVHg)' spc i es  formed 
from the Iodine on t e l l u r i ~ m  l a t t i c e  s i tes  ( l i e )  pair- 
lng wlth the doubly ionized native acceptor defects 
(viig). The so lub i l i t y  of  the Ije species increases 
with increase i n  Hg pressure, whereas that o f  the 
( ITcVHg) ' species inc'reases with decrease i n  Hg 
* This work was supported by ttASA under contract 
NAB-33245. 
0341~5235/82/1101911 IS3.a (D 1902 AIME ; 
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pressure. Equll lbr lun constant's for the lncorporrtlon 
o f  the Iodine species as mll as the palrlng reactlon 
have been established. 
Key mrds: Iodlne, Wcrcury Cadmium Telluride, I1 - I V  
compounds, doping, Hall effect, Defect, Electron mobll- 
i ty. 
UIth the mergence o f  Hgl,xCdxTt as a techno- 
logically useful Infrared detector matcrla1,l It has 
become Important to  study I n  detai l  the nature o f  lcpu- 
r i t l e s  and dopsnts I n  thls mmterlal. As part of a 
progrm aimed a t  understanding the physlcochemlcal p rop  
ert les o f  undopcd and . doped Hgl,CdXTe compounds ,' 
the defect structures o f  undoped HgombCdom2Te, 
undoped Hgo,6~o.,Te, copper doped, and Indium doped 
Hgo. &do, *Te were reported recently. The 
present w r k  was undertaken to  extend such a defect 
structurb tnvestlgatlon to  Iodine I n  HgOm8CdOm2Te. 
Halogens have been known to k donors occupying chalco- 
gtn l a t t i ce  sites I n  11-VI  compound^.^ In  the present 
work, the defect state prevalllng I n  the lodlne doped 
samples at the anneallng tcmpcratures I s  deduced fram 
the Hall effect masurmnts  on the crystals cooled to  
7; K from the snneallng temperatures. The results 
obtained are slmllar t o  those found f o r  Iodine doped CdS 
established frun I n  s l tu  hlgh temperature Hall e f f r v t  
measurements p r e v l o u ~ l y ; ~  iodine acts as a slngle donor 
occupying Te l a t t i ce  sltes w i t t i  a fractlon palred with 
the native i,;eptor defects, The crystals a n  saturated 
r l t h  the metal iodlde which lnfluencts the Incorporation 
of the Iodine donor speclet on tellurium sltes as 'well 
as the ( I T ~ V ~ ~ ) '  species, which result  from the 
Iodine ori te l lu r lun  sites palring wlth the doubly 
fonlzed natlve acceptor defects. The concentratton of 
the Iie species Increases with Increase I n  the par t ia l  
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pressure o f  Hg, rhereas that o f  the pa l r  sptc:ts a 
Increases wlth decrease I n  the pa r t l a l  pressure of Hg. 
The equll  i b r lun  constants t va l  uat td f o r  the I ncorpora- 
t i o n  o f  the Isolated iodine species as well rs  the 
lod in  Hg vacancy pal r s  sat ls factor l ly  explaln the 
experimentally observed car r ie r  concentration data. 
Iodine doped Hgo.BCdo~2Te crystal  was grown by 
the sol i d  state recryst31 1 i r a t i on  method.' The to ta l  
amount o f  iodine i n  the s ta r t ing  charge material was 
approximately ldO cm-'. Single crys ta l  s l ices of  
Hgo eeCdo,2Tt were cut fc.om the larger boule. The 
s l lces were lapped d m  t o  thicknesses of less than 0.04 
cm and were subsequently polished, etched i n  .Br metha- 
nol, and rinsed i n  D! water. The samples were airn~aled 
i n  evacuated quartz ampoules containing some Hg also t o  
obtain the deslred Hg pressure.3 The annealing experi- 
ments were carr ied ortt w i th in  cer ta in  l i m i t s  o f  pa r t ia l  
pressure of Hg set by the phase boundary l i m i t s  f o r  
Hgo .eCdo (5 )  .' Typical anneal times used were 
24 hours a t  temperatures o f  600°C and higher, 3 days a t  
550°C, 7 days a t  500°C, and 4 t o  6 weeks at  450°C. 
These equi l ib ra t ion periods appedred satisfactory f o r  
the complete homogeni ra t ion  of the samples. Subsequent 
t o  the anneals at  the high temperatures, the mpoules 
were quenched I n  I ce  water. Hall e f fec t  and e lec t r i ca l  
r e s i s t i v i t y  measurements were made using the van der 
Pauw technique.10 Magnetic f ie lds  o f  400 and 4000 gauss 
were used f o r  the Hall  e f fec t  measurements. 
Results 
-
In order t o  ascertain an unambiguous evaluation of 
the ca r r ie r  concentration, only those measurements where 
the H I 1  ef fect  d i d  not vary wi th the magnetic f i e l d  
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were u s d  t n  detennln.~ng the car r le r  concentratlon I n  
the Ihe carrier conCentratlon was calculated 
us I ng the express1 on: 
The hole concentratlon I n  the p-type samples and the 
t lec t run  concen t r~ t lon  I n  the n-type samples d l d  not 
vary wlth the temperature of measurement varylng f ran  
77 K t o  145 K, thus Indlcat lng tha t  the lodlne donor 
specles as well as the I c l l n e  acceptor species and the 
natlve acceptor defect spu les  are a l l  Ionized a t  77 K; 
a1 1 the ca r r i  er concentration measurements were c a r r l t d  
out a t  77 K t o  deduce t h r  defect s ta te  a t  the anneallng 
temperatures. 
Flg. 1 shows the car r le r  concentratlon a t  77 " i n  
the Iodine doped samples as a f18crctlan o f  the par t ia l  
pressure of Hg a t  the various annerrlfng temperatures. 
It f s  apparent from the f lgu rc  tha t  the samples are 
n-type undw Hg r l c h  c~mdl t ions hereas they turq ptype 
a t  lower Hg pressures s lml lar  t o  the o b s e r v z ( ~ i ~  - I n  the 
lndlun doped samples.4 A1 so, the elect, . t?..-~- l t ra t lon  
appears t o  Increase wlth Increase I n  the Hg pressure 
jus t  as was observed f o r  the Indlun doped s i ~ n ~ l e s . ~  
Flg. 2 shows the electron mobl l l ty  a t  77 K as a 
functlon o f  the elec.ton concentration I n  the samples. 
The magnitude o f  the electron mobl l l ty  I s  s iml lar  t o  
that  observed I n  the Indium doped samples4 f o r  compara- 
b l e  electron concentfatlons. 
Mscurslon 
Iodlne can ex ls t  I n  two f o m ,  namely as a s lng le  
donor accupylng Te l r t t l c e  s l tes  Ife or paired w l  t h  
Fig. 1. Carr ier  Concentration at 77 K as a Function 
of the Partia: Pressure of Hg f o r  Iodine 
Doped Hga. @Cd o. ,Te Samples h e a l e d  a t  
Various Temperatures and Quenched t o  Room 
Tenperature; Sol i d  Lines Show the Calculated 
Electron Concentrations M i l e  the Dashed Lines 
Show the calculated Hole Concent r a t  ions. 
Fig.  2. Electron Hobi l i ty  a t  77 K as a Functlon o f  the 
Electron Concentration for the Iodine Doped 
Hgo.,Cdo.2Te Samples. 
t he  doubly ionized nat ive  acceptor defects as 
(IleVH9)'. The fo l lowing inferences can be drawn 
f r a n  the experimental data: 
1. The concentration o f  iodine I n  the s ta r t -  
i n g  charge was on the  order o f  ldO 
cm3,  whereas the  maximum e lec t ron  con-: 
cent ra t ion  i n  t he  doped samples i s  only on 
the  order of 10'' ~ r n - ~ .  
2. The coi lcentrat ion of electrons obtained a t  
77 K i s  less than the  i n t r i n s i c  c a r r i e r  
concentration3 a t  t he  anneal i ng tempera- 
tures. 
3. f i e  concentration of electrons increases 
w i th  increase i n  the Hg pressures. 
4. The hole concentrat ion i n  the  p-type sam- 
ples a t  low Hg pressures i s  close t o  t ha t  
obtained i n  the  undoped samples. 3 
Several defect s i tua t ions  can be considered t o  exp la in  
t he  experimental data: 
1. [I:,] = [lTOT] = constant and the 
c rys ta l  i s  i n t r i n s i c  a t  the annealing 
temperatures. I n  the cooled c rys ta l s  
[ e l ]  = [ l i e ]  >> [ v & ] .  Such a model 
would predict  dn e lectron concentrat ion 
independent o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  a t  lower temperatures and 
higher Hg pressures f o r  which condi t ions 
the  nat ive acceptor defect concentrat ion 
i s  expected t o  be less  than the  concentra- 
t i o n  of the  i l e c t r o n s  obtained i n  the 
crysta ls .  The experimental data are i n  
disagreement w i th  t h i s  model. 
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2. [ l i e ]  [ ( I T ~ v H ~ ) ' ]  =' [ I T O T / ~ ~  
and the crysta l  i s  i n t r i n s i c  a t  the 
annealing temperatures. In  the crysta ls  
cooled t o  77 K, [e' j = (~i,] minus [( Iav~~)'] .  l h i s  model predicts an 
i ndependence of the electron concentration 
as a function o f  the pa r t i a l  pressure o f  
Hg par t i cu la r l y  a t  the highest Hg pres- 
sures contrary t o  the observed results. 
3. The crystals are saturated wi th  iodine 
with the formation of (Hgo,8Cdo,t)Iz 
as the second phase. The concentration of 
lie as well as ( ITeV~g) ' depends on 
the par t ia l  pressure of Hg with [lie] 
varying as pHg+' l2 and [ ! I ~ V H ~ )  ' 1  
varying as pHq"/2. f i e  incorpora- 
t i o n  reactions of  interest  are: 
- 2 I;, t Ze' t 1.8 Hg& + 0.2 cdX 
. Hg 
where a(Hgo .eCdo 2 ) IZ  refers t o  the 
a c t i v i t y  of the [tigo ,eCdo,2 )~2(~)  
phase. 
As long as the par t ia l  pressure o f  Hg i s  
w i th in  the phase boundary 1 imi ts  f o r  
(Hgo .e~ao ,2 )~e(s )g  the composition can 
be assuned t o  be constant and hence 
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For an i n t r i n s i c  crystal  [e' ] = [h'] = 
K Since the crys ta l  i s  saturated 
wi th  iodine and (Hgo,8Cdo,2)12 ex is ts  
as a pure second phase. a(ygo 8 ~ d o  2)!2. 
the a c t i v i t y  of  the metal iodide i s  un l ty  
and hence [lie] D pHg112 from mass 
act ion re la t i on  (2). 
C. o + e1 + h' 
Ki = [ e l ]  [h ' ]  
X D. Hg + V  ' t  2 h ' t  Hg (g) Hg Hg 
combining mass action constants (2). (3). (4) and (5) we 
get 
For an i n t r i ns i c  cryS!al wi th 
[ e l ]  = [ha ]  = dKi and 
a(Hgo .emo.2)12 = 1 for a pure 
second phase of (Hgo ,eCdo,2)12 
-- 4 - [ (IkvHg)'] a P from mass act ion re la t ion  (5). 
H9 
This l as t  model i s  s imi lar  t o  that  established f o r  
iodine doped C ~ S '  where Cd12 was assumed t o  be present 
as a pure second phase. S imi lar i ty  between the Indiun 
doping4 and Iodine doping i n  Hgo.8Cdo.2Te i s  also 
worth noting. In  the Indiun doped crystals the samples 
are i n t r i ns i c  a t  the annealing temperature with the 
electron concentration increasing with increasing Hg 
pressure; however, I n  that  case the dopant compound 
In2Te3 i s  present as an unsaturated so l i d  solut ion with 
aInzTe3 the ac t i v i t y  of  the metal t e l l u r i d e  being 
variable, whereas i n  the present case the solut ion of 
(Hg.Cd)12 i s  saturated with a ( ~ i ~ . ~ ~ d ~ . ~ ) 1 ~  = 1. 
Analysis o f  the Carrier Concentration i n  the 
Cooled Crystals 
The various species t o  be considered i n  the elec- 
troneutral i t y  condition are e' . h* , vig, 1b and 
( I T ~ V H ~ ) ' .  
The complete electroneutral i t y  condit ion i s  wr i t ten  
as: 
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Expressing the various species i n  terms of the nass 
action constants defined i n  re la t ions 1 through 5 we 
get : 
1 / 2 112  11 - .  
with some s impl i f i ca t ion we get: 
I n  the crys ta ls  cooled t o  77 K 
The concentrat ions [vig].  [ ( ITeVHg) ' ] and [I;=] 
i n  Equation (10) are given by the second. th i rd ,  and 
four th  terms o f  Equation (8). respectively. O f  the four 
nass action constants i n  Equations (8) and (9). values 
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o f  the two constants K i  and ~b~ a m  knwn from the 
work on the undoped crystalsJ and are given by 
K, = 9.16 x lo*' exp (-0.57 eV/kT) ar6 (11) 
K" = 1.58 x 10" exp (-2.24 eV/kT) cwg atm (12) 
VH9 
The val'ues o f  the constants KrTe and Kp(~Tc~Hg) '  
were optimized by a procedure o f  t r i a l  and e r ro r  u n t i l  
the calculated c a r r i e r  concentration as given by Equation 
(10) agreed best w i th  the experimental results, as a 
funct ion o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg a t  various temper- 
atures. The values o f  the mass act ion constants KITe 
a nd K~ ( 1 NVH~J) ' establ ished f ran the present work 
are given by 
K = 2.8 x exp (1.434 eV/kT) cm-l2 atm-' 
 IT^ (13) 
and 
-2 1 
= 3.77 x 10 exp (0.445 e~/kT)cm' 
(14) 
or, i n  t e n s  of s i t e  f rac t ions ( there are 1.26 x ld2 
molecules i n  Hgo .eCdo,zTe) 
K = 1.1 x 10 exp (0.717 eV/kT) s i t e  ~ r '  atm 
I ~e (15) 
and 
K -1 P(ITeVHg)' = 47.5 exp (0.445 eV/kT) s i t e  Fr (16) 
The calculated defect concentrations as a function o f  
the p a r t i a l  pressure of Hg a t  various temperatures are 
shown i n  Figs. 3 through 6; the experimentally obtained 
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Fig. 3. Calculated Defect Concentrations ([e']. [h'], 
[1ieI. [ ( I T ~ V H ~ ) ' !  and C v " ~ ~ 1 )  as a 
Function o f  the Pa r t i a l  Pressure o f  Hg for  
Iodine Doped Hgo .8Cdo.nTe Annealed a t  600°C 
and Quenched t o  Room Temperature; Calculated 
Electron and t b l e  Concentrations Expected a t  
7 7  K ( indicated by s o l i d  and dashed l i n e s  
respect ively)  are Also Shown Along w i th  t h e  
Experimental Points. 
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PARTIAL mESSUI OF Ha, oh 
Fig. 4. Calculated Defect Concentrations (re'], [he]* [I&]* ~ ( I T ~ V H ~ ) ' ]  and CV"H~I) as a 
Function o f  the Par t ia l  Pressure o f  Hg f o r  
Iodine Doped Hgo.8Wo.zTe Annealed at  550°C 
and Quenched t o  Room Temperature; Calculated 
Electron and Hale Concentratf ons Expected a t  
77  K ( indicated by so l id  and dashed l ines 
respectively) are Also Shown Along w f  t h  the  
Experimental Points. 
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7 rwst BOUNDARY LIMIT: 
Fig. 5. Calculated Defect Concentrations ([el], [he], 
I ~ i e l .  I ( l ~ e V ~ g ) ' l  and I v " ~ g 1 )  as a 
Function of  the Part ia l  Pressure of  Hg for 
Iodine Doped Hgo.8Cdo.2Te Annealed a t  500°C 
and Quenched t o  Room Temperature; Calculated 
Electron and Hole Concentrations Expected a t  
77 K (indicated by so l id  and dashed l ines 
respectively) are Also Shown Along wi th  the 
Experimental Points. 
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Fig. 6. Calculated Defect Concentrations (Leo], [he], 
C1ieIs [ ( I ~ e v ~ g )  'Iand CVo'tig1) as a 
Function o f  the Pa r t i a l  Pressure of Hg for  
Iodine Doped Hgo,eCdo.zTe Annealed a t  450°C 
and Quenched t o  Room Temperature; Calculated 
Electron and Hole Concentrations Expected a t  
7 7  K ( indicated by s o l i d  and dashed l i n e s  
respect ively)  are Also Shown Along w i th  t h e  
Experimental Points. 
c a r r i e r  concentratlonc~ are also shown i n  the figures. 
The agreement between the calculated values and the  
experirnenta i n s u l  t s  appears sat1 sfactory except m a r  
the p n  t r a n s i t i o n  points, Inadequate quenching can 
expla in the discrepancy somewhat. Near p n  t r a n s i t  Ian 
[lie] = 2 [ V ! ~ ] ' [ ( I ~ ~ V ~ ~ ) ' ] .  If the quenching 
i s  Inadequate, the sample may spend s u f f i c i e n t  time a t  a 
lower temperature (between roan temperature and the  
anneal temperature) h e r e  the pa i r ing  react ion between 
lie and d i g  i s  promoted w i th  the r e s u l t  t ha t  the 
p a r t i a l  pressure of Hg at  which p n  t r a n s i t i o n  occurs 
moves t o  lower Hg pressures. As can also be noted from 
the figures, the concentration of the iodine donor 
species increases wi th increase i n  the p a r t i a l  pressure 
o f  Hg whereas the opposite i s  t r ue  f o r  the iodine 
acceptor species. The concentrat ion  o f  the  nat ive  
acceptor defects i s  essent ia l l y  the same as i n  the 
undoped c rys ta l s3  since the concentration o f  I od in t  i n  
the c rys ta ls  i s  insu f f i c ien t  t o  make them ex t r ins ic ;  the 
c rys ta ls  a re  i n t r i n s i c  j us t  as the undoped crys ta ls  are 
under s imi la r  physicochemical conditions. 
Coulambic Value fo r  the  Enthalpy o f  P a i r i n g  
Between IT; and hi 
The pa i r i ng  :onstant i s  w r i t t en  as: 
Kp = KPO exp (-Hp eV/kT) (S i te  R).' (17) 
Hp, the enthalpy o f  pa i r ing  can be calculated on the  
basis of couloinbfc a t t rac t i on  between Ife and v i g  
- 2q2 
-H =  (reference 11) 
* F  tr (18) 
where t i s  the s t a t i c  d i e l e c t r i c  constant, r i s  the d is -  
tance between lie and ~ i / ~ .  The fac tor  2 ar ises 
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because o f  the double charge on v&. For 
Hgob8Cdob2Te, c = 17.5' and r ' = 2.8 A0 
(4U4 times a. = 6.46 1). k T ? a l c u l a t e d  value based 
on the coulombic calculat ions turns out t o  be 
This value i s  deemed t o  be close t o  the value o f  -0.445 
eV [expressions (14) and (16)] calculated by us from the 
experinental data. 
Sol id S o l u b i l i t y  o f  Iodine In  
Hgo .rCdo. 2Te 
The ca r r ie r  concentration data shown i n  r i g .  1 
indicate an increase o f  electron concentration a t  77 K 
with decrease i n  the annealing temperature for compara- 
b l e  Hg pressures, implying an increase o f  the s o l u b i l i t y  
o4 the lie species wi th decrease i n  temperature. 
Fearing that  complete equi 1 i b ra t i on  may not have been 
attained at the lower temperatures, (pa r t i cu la r l y  w i th  
regard t o  the Iodine species) Hal l  e f fec t  measurements 
were carr ied out on several samples which were thermally 
cycled from the lower temperature t o  higher temperatures 
and vice versa; the resu5 t i n g  ca r r i e r  concentratlons 
were independent o f  the p r i o r  thermal h is tory  thus con- 
f i n i n g  the v a l i d i t y  o f  the experimental resu l ts  o f  
Fig. 1 showing a negative temperature dependence of the 
so lub i1 i ty  o f  Ife species i n  Hgo.8Cdo,2Te. The 
negative temperature dependence o f  [lie] arises from 
the negative temperature dependence of the mass action 
constant K I T e  ( re la t i on  15) which i s  not surprisir~: 
considering the lsrge entropy of Hg (g) (reaction R ) .  A 
negative di i s  also not surpr;sing cansidering that  Hg 
withottt interact ion as i t  f s i n  Hg (g) i s  changed to  Hg 
interact ing w'th Te when i n  so l id  solut ion (react ion A); 
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the entropy works the other way, decreasing the solu- 
b i l  l t y  wi th increasing temperature. The calculated 
defecl  Isotherms shown i n  Figs. 3 through 6 do pred ic t  
an increase of the  t o t a l  amount o f  Iodine i n  sol i d  
solut ion of Hgo .eCdo.,Te ( I I ~ o t l  = C I i e I  + 
[(ITeVHg) '1) wi th decrease i n  temperature thus 
accounting f o r  the experimental resu l t s  o f  Fig. 1. 
Electron Mi 1 i t .  
The values o f  e lectron m o b i l i t y  shown i n  Fig. 2 f o r  
the iodine doped samples are comparable t o  those 
obtained fo r  indium doped samplesb f o r  simi 1 a r  e lec t ron  
concet~trations. 11e data i n  Fig. 2 appear t o  ind ica te  
tha t  the  mob i l i t y  i n i t i a l l y  increases w i th  decrease i n  
e lectron concentration, and decreases w i th  decrease i n  
e lectron concentration f o r  e lec t ron  concentrations less  
than about 2 x 1017 ~ r n - ~ .  A qua1 i t a t i v e  explanation f o r  
t h i s  can be elucidated from the defect concentrat ion 
isotherms shown i n  Figs. 3 through 6. As can be noted 
from these figures , for  e lectron concentrations greater 
than 2 x 1017 ~ m - ~  the doubly ionized nat ive  acceptor 
defect concentratian i s  negl i g i b l e  compared t o  the  
s ingly Ionized Iodine species ant the mob i l i t y  i s  essen- 
t i a l l y  dominated by the Iodine species, and thus the  
mobi 1 i t y  decreases wi th increasing e lectron concentra- 
t ions or ig ina t ing  from increasing iodine donor concen- 
t rat ion.  For e lectron concentrations less than 2 x 10" 
cm-' , t+e concentration o f  the doubly ionized nat ive  
acceptor defects (v&)  becomes dominant enough t o  con- 
t r i b u t e  t o  ionized impur i ty  scatter ing. Since these 
scat ter  four  times more st rongly than the  s ing l y  ionized 
Iodine species, the e lectron mobil i t y  decreases w i th  
increase i n  the concent.ration of these nat ive  acceptor 
defects and thereby wi th decrease i n  e lectron concentra- 
t ion. 
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Conclusion 
Iodine acts as a single donor occupying te l l u r i um 
l a t t i c e  s i tes  (ITe) and a large concentration ex is ts  
as (1TeVH9)' paired wi th the doubly ionized nat ive 
acceptor d e i x t s .  Equi 1 ibrium constants have been eval- 
uated f o r  the incorporation o f  the Iodine species as 
well  as f o r  the Iodine-native acceptor defect pairing. 
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3.5 DEFECT CHEMI STRY AND C M C T E R  I ZATION OF PHOSQHOROUS W E  0
Hgo. &J 0 . 2 1 ~  
(SUBMITTED NOVEMBER 1981 TO J . APPL PHYS ) 
Mode o f  Incorporat ion of Phosphorus i n  Hg 0, eCd o.2Tee 
H.R. Vydyanath and R.C. Abbott 
Honeywell , Inc. 
Elect ro Optics Operations 
2 Forbes Roaa 
Lexington, Mass. 02173 
Single c rys ta l  samples of phosphorus doped HgoeeCdo,2Te were 
annealed a t  temperatures varying from 450°C t o  600°C i n  d i f f e r e n t  p a r t i a l  pres- 
sures o f  Hg. Hal l  e f f e c t  and mob i l i t y  measurements were performed on the 
samples cooled t o  room temperature. A1 1 the samples were found t o  be p-type 
w i th  the hole concentration bzing much less than the t o t a l  amount of phosphorus 
present i n  the crystals.  The hole concentration was found t o  increase w i th  i n -  
crease i n  p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg i n  contrast t o  the behavior observed i n  
undoped crystals.  A1 so, the hole concentration obtained i n  the doped samples 
at l w  Hg pressures was less than tha t  i n  undoped crysta ls .  The 77 K hole 
mob i l i t y  o f  the doped samples was s im i l a r  t o  t ha t  o f  undoped sampl?s. A l l  
these inferences ind ica te  tha t  phosphorus behaves amphoterical'y i n  
Hgo. &d 0. 2Te(s) act ing as a s ing le  acceptor occupying i n t e r s t i t i a l  and 
t e l l u r i u m  l a t t i c e  s i t es  a t  high Hg pressures and as a s ingle donor occupying Hg 
l a t t i c e  s i t e s  a t  low Hg pressures; a t  intermediate Hg pressures, the ma jo r i t y  
of the phosphorus appears t o  be present as e l e c t r i c a l l y  neutra l  pa i rs  forme, 
f@om the associat ion o f  the i n t e r s t i t i a l  and subs t i tu t iona l  phosphorus species, 
(v+pH9)'. A t  low Hg pressures, a large f rac t i on  o f  the phosphorus 
appears t o  be present as ( P H ~ V H ~ )  ' and ( P H ~ V H ~ )  ' . 
ORIGIN!4!. i-;:,-. is 
OF POOR QUACiTY 
Thermodynamic constants evaluated f o r  the incorporation of the various phos- 
phorus species sat is factor i  l y  explain the experimental results.  
Key wards: I I-VI compounds, Hg 0, eCd o,2Te, phcophorus doping , ho1 e mohi 1 - f 1 
; '. i t y ,  defects, ionized impurity scattering. 
This work was supported by NASA under contract NAS8-33245. 
The mode o f  incorporat ion of phosphorus i n  CdTe has been studied i n  
d e t a i l  by Selim and Kriiger [I] who corre lated t h e i r  arm e l e c t r i c a l  data w i t h  
the  d i f f us ion  and s o l u b i l i t y  data o f  Hal l  and Woodbury [2] t o  a r r i v e  a t  the 
defect state. According t o  t h e i r  f indings, phosphorus behaves amphoterically 
I 
i n  CdTe act ing as an accepter i n t e r s t i t i a l l y  (Pi) and on Te l a t t i c e  s i t e s  
(PITe) and as a t r i p l e  donor on td l a t t i c e  s i t e s  (PC; 1; a t  high phosphorus 
concentrations, a large f rac t i on  was found t o  be present as neutra l  associates 
( P ~ ~ P ~ ) ~ .  I n  t h i s  paper we have undertaken t o  examine the r o l e  o f  
phosphorus i n  Hgo, 8Cd o,2Te v ia  Hal 1 ef fec t  and mobil i t y  measurements on 
phosphorus doped c rys ta l  s quenched from 450-600°C subsequent t o  anneal s i n  d i  f- 
ferent  p a r t i a l  pressures of Hg. The resu l t s  ind ica te  tha t  the behavior o f  
phosphorus i n  Hgo. &d o.2Te i s  s im i l a r  t o  that  established f o r  CdTe [l] 
except t ha t  a l l  the e l e c t r i c a l l y  act ive phosphorus defect centers i n  
Hgo, eCd o,2Te appear t o  be only s ingly  ionized. A t  low Hg pressure, phos- 
phorus i s  incorporated as a s ingle donor occupying i : ~  l a t t i c e  s i t e s  (P&) and 
a t  high Hg pressure as a s ingle acceptor on in t .e rs t l t ia1  s i t es  (PI) and Te 
I 
l a t t i c e  s i t es  (PT,). A t  moderate Hg pressures, a large f rac t ion  i s  found t o  
be present as neutra l  pa i r s  ( P ~ P ~ ) ~ .  A t  low Hg pressures, e l e c t r i -  
c a l l y  act ive associates ( P H ~ V H ~ ) '  and (pWgvHg). appear t o  be present i n  
appreciable concentrations. The equi l ibr ium constants established for  the 
incorporat ion of the various phosphorus defects expla in the experimental 
resu l t s  sa t i s fac to r i l y .  
11. EXPERIMENTAL ORlGlNAL PArT IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
A. Preparation o f  the Phosphorus Doped Crystals 
A phosphorus doped Hgo.  eCd o.zTe ingot  was grown by the  sol i d  
s ta te  r e c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  nethod [3]. Phosphorus corresponding t o  a concentra- 
t i o n  of 1 0 ~ ~ c m ' '  was added t o  the s t a r t i n g  charge. Single c rys ta l  s l i ces  
were then cut from the boule. The s l i ces  were lapped, polished, etched i n  Br 
methanol and rinsed i n  DI  water p r i o r  t o  the anneals. 
B. Hg Vapor Anneals 
The samples were annealed i n  evacuated quartz ampoules containing 
some Hg t o  obtain the desired Hg pressure 141. I n  isothermal anneals, the par- 
t i a l  pressure o f  Hg was dependent on the amount o f  Hg and the volume of the 
ampoule. I n  non-i sothermal anneal s, the p a r t i a l  pressure of Hg was determined 
from the temperature o f  the Hg. The l i m i t s  o f  Hg pressure-witb'n which 
hgo. $d o,2Te(s) i s  stable--were obtained from the p a r t i a l  pressure data of 
Tung e t  al. [5]. I n  order t o  assure ourselves of equ i l i b ra t i on  w i th in  reason- 
able annealing times, the sample thicknesses were res t r i c ted  t o  less than 0.04 
cm. Annealing times ranged from 72 hours a t  550 t o  600°C t o  7 days a t  500°C and 
approximately 4 t o  6 weeks a t  450°C. These annealing times appeared t o  be 
sat is factory for complete equ l l  ibrat ion.  Subsequent t o  the equ i l i b ra t i on  i n  Hg 
vafior, the ampoule containing the sample was quenched i n  i c e  water. 
ORIGINAL FAGE 
C. Elec t r i ca l  Measurements OF POOR QUALITY 
Hal 1 e f f e c t  and e l e c t r i c a l  r e s i s t i v i t y  measurements were car r ied  out 
using the Van der P ~ U W  method [6]. Magnetic f l e l d  strengths of 400 gauss anti 
4000 gauss were used f o r  the measurement of the Ha l l  coef f i c ien t .  
D. C5emical Analysis 
The concentration of phosphorus i n the samples was mass spectrograph- 
i c a l  l y  analyzed (Photometrics Inc., Uoburn, Mass.) and the concentration deter-  
mined from the analysis was close t o  what had been added t o  the s t a r t i n g  
charge w i th in  2 20%. 
111.' Results 
Only those Hal l  e f f ec t  data where the Hal l  c o e f f i c i e n t  d i d  not vary 
w i t h  the magnetic f i e l d  were used i n  evaluating the c a r r i e r  concentra ion. 
This procedure ensured tha t  the samples d i d  not e x h i b i t  mixed conduction .-71 
and thus an unambiguous evaluation of the c a r r i e r  concentration was possible, 
The c a r r i e r  concentration was evaluated using the expression: 
Figure 1 shows the Hal l  coe f f i c i en t  as a function o f  the temperature 
of measurement from temperatures below i 7  K t o  300 K for phosphorus doped 
samples annealed a t  various temperatures i n  d i f fe ren t  p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg. 
The data indicate tha t  the phosphorus centers are a l l  ionized e t  77 K ;  

URIG~NAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
the re fo re  a i l  the  Ha l l  measurements were c a r r i e d  out a t  77 K and t he  r e s u l t i n g  
hole concent ra t ion was assumed t o  g i ve  a measure o f  the  concent ra t ion of t he  
defects a t  the higher annealing temperatures. 
F igure  2 shows t he  ho le  concentrat ions obtained i n  samples doped w i t h  
1 0 ~ ~ ~ 6 ~  o f  phosphorus which were annealed a t  var ious temperatures I n  d i f f e r -  
en t  p a r t i a l  pressures o f  Hg; the  data shown i n  F igure 2 are r ep lo t t ed  i n  
Figures ? through 6 f o r  d i f f e r e n t  temperatures of anneal. Addi t iona l  data 
shown i n  these f igu res  inc lude the  ho le  concent ra t ion and ho le  m o b i l i t y  
obtained i n  the undoped samples as we l l  as the ho le  m o b i l i t y  i n  t he  phosphorus 
doped samples, a l l  o f  which are p l o t t e d  as a funct ion of the p a r t i a l  pressure 
of Hg. 
Several inferences can be made from the  r e s u l t s  o f  Figures 2 
through 6. They are: 
(1) The ho le  concentrat ion i n  the  phosphorus doped samples I s  lower 
than the t o t a l  concent ra t ion o f  phosphorus i n  the  samples and 
1 ower than t h e  i n t r i n s i c  c a r r i e r  concent ra t ion f o r  
Hg o. &I o. 2Te(s) a t  the  temperatures o f  anneal i n g  reported 
here [4]. 
(2 )  The ho le  m o b i l i t y  i n  the  phosphorus doped samples increases w i t h  
increas ing p a r t i a l  pressure o f  j u s t  as i s  the  case f o r  
t h e  undoped sampl es. 
dRlGlNAt PAGE IS 
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PARTIAL PRESSURE OF Hg, * 
t igure  2. Hole Concentrrtlon a t  77 K as f9Fu?$tlon of the P a r t i a l  Pressure 
o f  Hg for Phosphorus Doped (10 cm ) Hg &dOe2Te Cryiitals 
Quenched t o  i tom Temperature Af ter  Annea?ing a t  D I  f f e r r n t  
Temperatures. 
oHrc;l%Ae PAGE IS 
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PARTIAL PRESSURE OF Hg, d m  
Figure 3. Hole Concentration and Hole M o b i l i t y  a t  77 K as a Fyqct!qn o f  
the  P a r t i a l  Pressure o f  Hg f o r  Phosphorus Doped (10 cm ) 
Hgo .$do ,*Te Crys ta ls  Quenched t o  Room Temperature A f t e r  
Annealing 450°C. S im i l a r  data are shown f o r  undoped samples 
annealed a t  460°C [Reference 41.  The so l  i d  and t h e  dashed l i n e s  
show the ca lcu la ted  ho le  concentrat ions t o  be expected i n  the  
doped and t he  undoped samples on t h e  bas is  o f  t he  defect  model. 
4 Hole Concentration and Hole r(ob1l l ty a t  77  K as a Fyyt!gn o f  
the P a r t i a l  Pressure o f  Hg f o r  Phosphorus Dopod (10 cm ) 
i n d  Undoped [ ~ e f e r e n c e  4) Hgoe ,Cdoe2Te Crysta ls  Quenched t o  
Room Temperature Af te r  Equ i l i b ra t i on  a t  ,OO°C; the s o l l d  and the 
dashed l i n e s  show the  calculated hole concentrations t o  be 
expected I n  the doped and the undoped samples on the basls o f  
the defect model. 
PA: 4L PRESSURE OF Hg, aim 
* 1 1 .  PHASE BOUNDARY LIMITS ! '., : * .  l0l9 
igure 5. Hole Concentrag on and Hole Mob i l i t y  a t  77 K as a F n c t i  n o f  
Y9 -S the Pa r t i a l  Pressure of Hg f o r  Phosphorus Doped (10 cm ) 
and Cndoped [Reference 4 )  Hgo.8Cdo,2Te Crystals 'Juenched t o  
Room Teuperature Af te r  Equ i l ib ra t ion  a t  550°C; the s o l i d  and the 
dashed l i nes  show the calculated hole concentrations t o  be 
expected i n  the doped an ' the undoped samples on the basis o f  
the defect model. 
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f igu re  6. Hole Concentration and Hole i b b l l l t y  a t  77 K as a F ~ ~ t ! g n  of 
the Part ia l  Pressure of Hg f o r  Phosphorus Doped (10 cm ) 
and Undoped [~eference 4)  Hgo.8Cdo :Te Crystals Quenched t o  
Aoom Temperature Af ter  Equll i b ra t f  an a t  600°C; the so l i d  and the 
dashed l ines show the calculated hole concentratlons t o  be 
expected i n  the doped and the undoped samples on the basis of 
the defect model. 
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(3) The hole concentration i n  the phosphorus doped samples increases 
with increasing par t ia l  pressure o f  Hg; the hole concentraticzs 
at  high Hg pressures are higher than found i n  the undoped 
crystals. 
(4) The hole concentration i n  the samples annealed a t  523OC dnd 
450°C under very low Hg pressures i s  less than that obtained i n  
the undoped samples for  comparable a~nea l  ing conditions. 
I V .  Dl SCUSS ION 
Defect Equll l b r l a  
The way I n  uhlch the c~ncent ra t lon of defects varles i s  a functlon of  
the to ta l  phosphorus concentratlon I n  the crystals, telnperature and par t ia l  
pressure of Hg(g) (or par t la l  pressure of Tez(g)) 1s well descrlbed by the law 
o f  mass act ion approach plontered by Kroger and Vink [8-91. The defect struc- 
tures of undoped Hgo. eCd 002Te and Hg 0. d d  0, Ge, Indium doped and Iodine 
doped 40. eCd 002Te have a1 ready been establ lshtd using t h l s  approach 
[4,10-121. I n  such an approach, the varlous defect formation reactions are 
formulated along wlth the respective mass act103 constants. A l l  the species i n  
the electroneutral l  t y  condi t l o n  and the phosphorus balance equations are then 
expressed I n  t e r n  o f  one of the phosphorus specles, electrons o r  holes and the 
v a r l ~ u s  MSS actlon constants. For given values o f  the varlous MSS action 
constants the solut ion of the electroneutral l ty  and the phosphorus balance 
equstfons y le lds the concentratlon of a l l  the defect; as a functlon o f  the 
temgeraium o f  anneal, pa r t ia l  pressure of Hg and t'-* concentration of phos- 
phorus. .fltheugh exact solutlons are sought uslng . fe t t  M e l ,  the choice 
of  the various poss lb f l l t l es  I s  i n i t i a l l y  reduced by considering only the don!- 
nant mmbers o f  the e lac t~oneut ra l  l t y  condttion and a p p r o x l ~ t l n g  the phos- 
phorus bal ancc quat lon.  Wen such approximat lons a n  used, r lnp le  sol u t  Ions 
for  the varlatfon of the defects as r function of the ps r t l a l  pressure o f  Hg 
an# phosphorus concentrrt ion fa1 1 out of the mass actlon re1 atlons; solutions 
w l ? l  be of the form concentrrtlon - p rnp [P~~ t ] s  when r m d  s are lnte-  
gers or fractions. The defect formrtlon mrct lons along wl th the mass action 
e l l s ,  the electroneutral1ty , ->dl  t l o n  and the phosphorus balance 
equation are a11 l i s t e d  i n  Table I .  Dnly those defects uhlch were found t o  he 
important as a resu l t  o f  the present work are shown i n  Table I .  Table Ir  1 i s t s  
the exponents of the par t ia l  pressure of Hg and the phosphorus concentration 
for  a1 1 the defects f o r  various approximations t o  the electroneutral i t y  condi- 
t i o n  and the phosphorus balance equation. 
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B. - Choice o f  a Defect Model 
L i e d  on the fac t  tha t  P belongs t o  group V, Hg t o  group 11 and Te t o  
group V I ,  a number o f  d i f f e r e n t  phosphorus species can be expected depending on 
the  type o f  l a t t i c e  s i t es  occupied. These are: 
I n t e r s t  i t i a1 l y  
I  I I  l 1 1 l 1  
Pi. Pi . . .  Pi (Acceptors) 
. . 0 . 0  
Subst i tu t iona l ly  and P Hg (Donors) (occupyinq Hg l a t t i c e  s i t e )  
Strbst i tut ional l y  
(occupying Te l a t t i c e  s i t e )  P ie  
(Acceptors) 
The dota shown i n  Figures 3 through 6 ind ica te  tha t  +.he hole m o b i l i t y  
values obtained i n  the phosphorus doped samples are comparable to those i n  the 
undoped samples f o r  s im i l a r  p a r t i a l  pressures o f  Hg and tenperatures of anneal- 
i n g  even though a t  high Hg pressures, the hole concentrations i n  the phosphorus 
doped samples are higher than i n  the undoped samples. This inference already 
prec l  odes the possibi 1 i t y  of the presence o f  nu1 t i  p l y  e l e c t r i c a l l y  charged 
p$osphorur species i n  1 arge concent rat ions since such species can be expected 
t 6  behave as m c h  stronger scat ter ing centers than the s ing ly  charged species, 
ORIGINAL PAC? ES 
OF POOR QUALIW 
thus causing the hole m b i l  i t y  i n  the phosphorus doped samples t o  be consider- 
ably lower than the hole mobi l i ty  I n  the undoped samples contrary t o  the 
experimental results. The species of interest  a n  reduced t o  
( P H ~ P T ~ ) ' ~  The fact that  the hole concentratlons obtained i n  the phos- 
phorus doped samples are much lower than the t o ta l  phosphorus concentration i n  
the sam~les (10'' c f  ') indicates that  most o f  the phosphorus i s  present as 
neutral species i n  the form of ( P ~ P H ~ ) ~ .  ( P H ~ V H ~ ) ~  or 
(PH9P~e)X. It i s  also t o  be noted that  the hole concentratlons obtained 
i n  the phosphorus doped samples (Figures 2 through 6) are smaller than the 
i n t r i ns i c  car r ier  concentrations t o  be expected a t  the temperatures o f  anneal 
reported here [4 ] .  
The choice of  a defect model i s  reduced to: 
and (3) [e' 1 = [h' 1 = 4~~ * f (pHg) and [(pipHg)' 1 = Tod/2 
The expected power dependences of the various defects on the pa r t i a l  pressure 
of  Hq f o r  tCle above defect model si tuations are l i s t e d  i n  Table 11. Models 1 
ar;d C 2 for which [ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  = [(pH9pTc)x I or  [ ( P ~ v ~ ) x  112 predict 
much stronger dependences of [ p k ]  on p ~ g  and the search d id  not resul t  !n 
a consistent set of mass action constants fo r  the incorporatir.n o* t h ~  varicus 
phosphorus species which could explain the experimental resul ts o f  Figures 3 
OR~G~NAL p5SZ E3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
through 6. The t h i r d  defect  model f o r  which le' 1 = [h ' I  = di * !(pHg) 
and [ ( P ~ P ~ ) x ]  = [pTot]/2 successfu l ly  exp la ins  the  experimental re- 
s u l t s  of Figures 3 through 6; f o r  such a s i t u a t i o n  i t  can be deduced from the 
mass ac t i on  r e l a t i o n s  o f  Table I t h a t  
and [(PHgvHg) '1 a pHg-3/A. These exponents are l i s t e d  i n  Table 11. 
It should be mentioned here tha t  although our i n i t i a l  considerat ions fo r  the  
e l e c t r i c a l l y  a c t i v e  phosphorus species were r e s t r i c t e d  t o  the  simple species, 
I 
Pi1. Pig and PT, i t  was immediately r ea l i zed  t h a t  t h e  experimental 
r e s u l t s  warranted t h e  i n t r oduc t i on  of t h e  species (pHgvHg) ' ~ n d  
( P H ~ V H ~ )  ' a1 so. 
The p a i r s  ( P H ~ V H ~ ) '  are  formed from the  assoc ia t ion  of the  species 
P H ~  "' and v; whereas P k  and v make up t he  p a i r s  ( P H ~ V ~ ~ )  '. 
The exp lanat ion f o r  t he  presence o f  appreciable concentrat ions o f  
( P H ~ V H ~ )  w i thou t  t h e  presence o f  1 arge concentrat ions of i s o l a t e d  
P ~ g  " *  species l i e s  i n  t he  f a c t  t h a t  the donor energy l eve l  o f  the  P& 
species (which Upon i o n i z a t i o n  g ives P ~ ' " )  may l i e  outs ide the  forbidden * 
gap ( i n  the  valence band) and p a i r i n g  may b r i ng  i t s  l eve l  t o  w i t h i n  the  gap a 
[13]. Examples o f  such l eve l  va r i a t i ons  upon p a i r i n g  have been found by us 
e a r l i e r  f o r  Cds: Ag[14]  and Si :  Se [15]. 
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c- DEFECT MODEL CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISON w1.m 
EXPERIMENTAL, RESULTS 
I n  t h i s  sect lon we examine the v a l i d i t y  of the proposed defect model 
for  phosphorus doped Hgo,&do,zTe from a comparison o f  the e l e c t r i c a l  data 
w i t h  those one calculates from the defect model. Although the defect model 
arr ived a t  i n  the previous sect ion took I n t o  consideration the mob i l i t y  data 
also, i t  w i l l  become apparent from discussions i n  t h i s  section tha t  the agree- 
ment between the experimental values and calculat ions (based on the defect 
model) i s  be t te r  f o r  c a r r i e r  concentration than for hole mob i l i t ies .  
C. 1 Analysis o f  the Carr ier  Concentration 
According t o  the defect node1 deduced i n  the previous section, the 
I 
phosphorus species of i n te res t  are P;. p ig,  PT,. (pHgVHg) ' 9 
(PHCJVHCJ) ' and (Pi PH~J)~ .  
The complete e lect roneutra l  i t y  condi t ion i s  w r i t t en  as: 
Expressing a l l  the species i n  terms of [hm],  p and [(pipHg)x ] v ia  Hg 
the  mass act ion re la t ions  l i s t e d  i n  Table 1, we get: 
- - 
[h* ] 
3-73 
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The phosphorus balance equation i s  w r i t t en  as: 
The concentrations of the  species P i ' .  pTe8,  (PH9vHg)', p i g  
and ( P H ~ v H ~ ) '  are respect ive ly  given by the 111, I V ,  V, V I I  and V111 terms 
o f  equation (2). 
The concentration o f  holes obtained i n  the c rys ta ls  cooled t o  77 K i s  
given by: 
P(77  K) = [P; 1 t [P;, ] + [(pHgvM)' 1 2 [VG] 
(The assumption made here i s  t ha t  the electrons and holes recombine during 
quenching and only the atomic defects a r t  frozen i n  [8-91.) 
ORIGINA~. P A ~ E  IS 
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1I 
The concentratlonr [pl ' 1, [pTe1 1, [ ( P ~ v ~ )  ' 1 s  Ivlrq 1, 
[P&]  and ( ( P ~ v ~ )  '1 i n  equation 4 a n  respectively given by the 111, 
I V ,  V, 11, V I I  and V I I I  terms of equation (2). 
O f  the mass act ion constants K i  , B KpTe e 
K~ (~Hg%ig )  ' and K ( ~ H 9 ~ W g ) ' .  K and ti& are known fran 
ea r l i e r  work on the undoped crystals [ 4 ]  and w e  give- by: 
With the knowledge ot thv constants K i  and diHg and [plot ] = A O ' f m -  '. 
a procedure of t r i a l  and er ror  was used t o  ar r ive  a t  the valrl?s of  the other 
mass action constants such that a solut ion t o  equatlons 2 rno 3 yislded hole 
concentrations a t  77 K (using equation 4) which agreed best wi th the 
axperimental l y  observed values; the cot;centrr '' ions o f  a11 the defects present 
i n  the crystal are also inmediately obtainea :,om the various terms i n  equation 
2 .  The hole concentrations calculdted from the defect model are s h m  i n  
Figures 3 t h r o b ~ h  6 as so l ld  l lnes; the agrtement betwen the ca lcu la t lon ~d 
the experlnental values appears satisfactory par t lcu ld ,~ ly  at  450 C and 5Gb t,. 
The agreement 1s not as good a t  550 C and 600 C probably due t o  quench~ng 
lnei f ic iency [I] at  the hlgher terpcratures. The calculated defect Isotherms 
for- various annealing tenperatuns a r t  s h m  i n  Flgurts ? ; ~ r . t c h  10. The 
I PHASE BOUNDARY LIMITS .-, 
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PARTIAL PRESSURE OF b, o h  
l g u r e  7. Calculated Conientrat iors  of [ D ~ e ' l ,  ~ P ~ g l ~  [ ( P ~ g V ~ g ) ' l -  (?$pH ) ] as  a Function of 
Hg ~t 1 5 0 ~ ~ ;  expected h l e  concentrat ion i n  the c rys ta ls  
cooled t o  7 7  K i s  indicated a; a dashed l i n e  alonq wi th  the  
experimental r e s ~ l l  t s .  
f- PHASE BOUNDARY LIMITS 1 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF Hg, ATMOSPHERE 
cooled t o  77  K i s  inaicated as a dashed l i n e  along w i t h  the 
experimental results . . 
PHASE BOUNDARY 1 
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PARTIAL PRESSURE OF Hg, ATMOSPHERE 
II Figure 9. Calculated~Concentrations of e '  1. [ h *  , [vHg] .  [Pi ' 1.  
[ P T ~ ' ] .  lPHgIs ~ ~ p ~ g V ~ g ~ * l ~  [\PHBVtiqI ' ]  and (PipH ) ] as a Function of the  a r t i a l  Pressure o f  
Hg a t  3 5 0 ~ ~ ;  the  expected hole concentrat ion i n  the  crysta ls  
cooled t o  77 K i s  indicated as a dashed l i n e  alonq wi th  che 
experimental resu l ts .  
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cooled t o  77  K Is indicated as a dac+ed l i n e  along wi th  the 
experimental results. 
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defect isotherms show the concentration of the ?lectrons, holes and the various 
phosphorus defect species as a funct ion o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure of Hg. The 
calculated hole concentrations expected a t  77 K along w i th  the experimental 
values are a lso indicated i n  the f igures. It i s  apparent from the defect 
isotherms tha t  the c rys ta l  i s  essent ia l l y  i n t r i n s i c  a t  the annealing tempera- 
tu re  except a t  Hq pressures close t o  Hg saturated o r  Te saturated condit ions 
indicated by the phase boundary l i m i t s  i n  the f igures. It should a lso be noted 
t h a t  most o f  the phosphorus i s  present as neutral  ( P i p ~ g ) ~  almost 
throughout the existence re r i on  o f  the c rys ta l  except a t  Hg pressures close t o  
the Hg saturat ion and Te saturat ion condit ions where the e l e c t r i c a l l y  ac t i ve  
phosphorus species become s ign i f i can t  i n  concentration. The calculated hole 
concentrations at 77 K are extremely sensitive to the value of the total 
phosphorus concentration in the crystals at the lowest Hg pressures where the 
crystals are very closely compensated (Figures 7 through 10) and the hole 
concentration in the cooled crystals is mucll smaller tlln~i LIIC concentratio11 c l T  
the electrically active nxtive as wel l  as phosphorus defects .  
The mass action constants for the incorporation of the various plms-  
phorus qpecies resulting from the present work are listed in Table 111. 
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C.2. Coulollbic Values f o r  the Pair ing Constants K ~ ( p , r ~ ~ ) ~  and 
- 
0 
The pal r i n q  constant f s  given bay Kp = Kp exp (-HpIKT). The 
Coulombic value f o r  the enthalpy o f  pa i r i ng  i s  given by 
- z ~ z ~ ~ ~  i r e f . 1 3 1  H = 
P cr 
Where Z 1 and 2 2  re fe r  t o  the charges o f  the two species comprising the p a i r ,  
and r t o  the distance between them. 
Not ng tha t  rp - = 3.23 A and 
i Hg 
and H ' = -0.36 ev 
P(PbVHS) 
whi le  analyzing the  Hal l  e f f e c t  data, the c o n s t ~ n t s  Kp(pipHg)x and 
K 
~ ( P H ~ V Y ~ )  ' were chosen s-ch tha t  t h e i r  temperature dependences were I 
close t o  the above coulombic values (Table 111). The preexponent or  the entropy 
t e n  (K;) i s  expected t o  be - 4.0 [I)]. However, as can be noted from Table 
i 
I IL  the preexponents needed t o  explain the experimental resu l t s  are much la rger  
thdn 4 p a r t i c u l a r l y  f o r  Kp(pip )x, Nl 
C.3.  Analysis o f  the Hole M o b i l i t y  ORlCirrvA~ PAGC IS OF POOR QUALlM 
It i s  known fruin the resu l t s  nf previous work [4] t ha t  ionized impur- 
i t y  scat ter fng contr ibutes t o  the  mob i l i t y  o f  holes a t  77 K i n  
Hgo.sCd 0,zTe. S imi la r  t o  the procedures used previously, [4] we have 
undertaken t o  calculate the hole mob i l i t y  due t o  ionized impur i ty  scat ter ing 
which i s  then used t o  calculate the overa l l  mob i l i t y  by rec ip roca l ly  combining 
the mob i l i t y  due t o  l a t t i c e  scat ter ing w i th  the mob i l i t y  due t o  ionized 
impuri ty scatter ing. The number o f  ionized impuri ty scat ter ing center< 
obtained a t  d i f f e ren t  Hg pressures for d i f f e r e n t  temperatures of anneal as 
calculated from the defect model i s  shown i n  Figures 7 through 10. 
For a non-dege~arate semi conductor w i t h  parabol i c bands the mobi 1 i t y  
due t o  ionized impuri ty scat ter ing as given by the Brooks Herring Expression i s  
where b = 24 mo ("*I'o) k2 (toes) 
and p = p + (NA - )(D - P) (P + %)INA (9) 
I n  the ab. expressions, b i s  the Boltzmann's constant, T i s  the 
temprature, co i s  the free space p e r m i t t i v i t y ,  5 i s  the s t a t i c  d j e l e c t r i c  
coni tant ,  i s  the free e lect ron mass, (mflm) i s  the e f fec t ive  mass r a t i o  
f o r -  holes, NI i s  the number o f  scat ter ing centers given by the t o t a l  number 
o f  ionized donors and acceptors, e i s  the e l e c t ~ o n i c  charge and fi i s  the 
planck's constant. 
wi th  T = 77 K, (m*/rn0) (holes) = 0.7 [16] 5 = 17.5 1161 the expression ii;r 
the m b i l  i t y  due t o  ionized impur i ty  scat ter ing becomes 
f o r  undoped c rys ta ls  N I  = 4 [v'  ] Ho 
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f o r  phosphorus doped c rys ta l  s 
The mul t ip ly ing  fac tor  o f  4 for  the species v i g  ar ises i n  expressions 12 and 
13 for NI since these centers atbe doubly charged (2=2) and hence four t i m s  
as strong i n  scat ter ing as the s ing ly  charged centers. Since the defects are 
completely ionlzed a t  77 K i n  both the ~ndoped c rys ta ls  and the phosphot 1s 
doped c rys ta ls  (Figure 1) 
p '  = p (77 K) = 2 [v"  ] (anneal temperature) for  the undoped c rys ta l s  %I 
and p' = p (77 K) = [pi1] + [P~:] + [(P v )'I* 2 [v - I P ~ I  - [(pH9vHg)*1 Hg Hg 
f o r  the phosphorus doped crysta ls .  
From the values of p (77 K) f o r  the phosphorus doped c rys ta ls  and the 
concentrations o f  a l l  the defects as a funct ion o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure of Hg 
as given by the defect isotherms o f  Figures 7 through 10, the hole mob i l i t y  due 
t o  ionized i npu r i  t y  scatter ir lg was calculated by rec ip roca l ly  adding the 1 a t -  
t i c e  mob i l i t y  and the mob i l i t y  due t o  ionized impur i ty  scatter ing. From the @ 
resu l ts  on undoped crysta ls ,  the hole m b i l l t y  due t o  l a t t i c e  sc r t t e r i nq  was 
i '.: 
assumed t o  be - 700 cm2/vsec a t  77 K f o r  Hgo. $d 0.2Te 141. The resu l ts  1 
a re  shown i n  Figures 11 through 14 where c a l c u l a ~ z d  hole mob i l i t y  i s  shown as a 
funct ion o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg f o r  various temperatures o f  anneal; the 
experimentally measured hole m o b i l i t i e s  are a lso shown i n  the figures. From 
the f igures, i t  i s  apparent tha t  the trend i n  the var ia t ion  o f  the calculated 
hole mob i l i t y  as a funct ion o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure crf Hg agrees w i th  the 
experimental resu l ts  f o r  the phosphorus doped c rys ta l s  as wel l  as the undoped 
c rys ta l  s. The cal cul  ated val ues for  the phosphorus doped c rys ta l  s decrease 
~ : ras t i ca l l y  a t  the lowest Hg pressures since the t o t a l  number of charged 
defects increases rather  strongly under Hg def ic ien t  condit ions (Figures 7 
through 10); i n  addit ion, the expected hole concentrations a t  these low Hg 
pressures are much lower than f o r  the undoped c rys ta ls  p a r t i c u l a r l y  a t  450°C 
and 500°C. The reduced screening (due t o  the lcw hole concentrations) of the  
coulombic f i e l d  o f  the ionixed scat ter ing centers along w i th  the ra thsr  high 
concent r a t i o n  of charged defects explains the d ras t i c  decrease o f  the  cal  cu- 
l a t e d  hole mob i l i t y  a t  the lowest Hg bressures. However, the experimental hole 
mob i l i t i es  are l a rge r  than the calculated values a t  the lowest Hg pressures. 
ThB discrepancy can be qua1 i t a t i  vely explained by assuming tha t  a f r a c t i o n  o f  
the- charged phosphorus dofects precf p i  ta tes during cooling. Uore sophist icated 
calculat ions are needed t o  expla ln the resu l t s  better.  
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P DOPED A T = 450 '~  
UNDOPED 0 T=160°c 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF b, ATMOSPHERE 
i g u r e  11. Calculated Hole Mob i l i t y  a t  77 K as a Function tbf Pa r t i a l  Pressure o f  blg f o r  Phosphorus Doped (10 cm ) 
Hgo eCdo,zTe Samples Quenched t o  Room Temperature .. t e r  
~ ~ u ( l  i b r a t i o n  a t  450°C; ca lcu la t ion  f o r  the undMred c rys ta ls  
a f t e r  equ i l i b ra t i on  a t  460°C i s  a lso shown along wi th the  
experimental values fo r  both the doped and the undoped 
crystals.  
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Figure 12. Calculated Hole Mobi l i t y  a t  77 K as a Function ~f tt15 
P a r t i a l  Pressure of Hg for Phosphorus Doped (10 cm ) 
and Undoped Hgo .8Cdo.nTe Crystals Quenched t o  Room 
Temperature Af te r  Equ i l ib ra t ion  a t  50O0C; experimental 
values are  a lso shown f o r  conparison, 
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Figure 13. Calculated Hole M o b i l i t y  a t  77 I: a 5  a Funrt ion ~f t?g 
P a r t i a l  Pressure of Hg for Phosp9orus Doped (10 cm ) 
and Undoped Hgo . 8CdoezTe Crys ta ls  Quenched t o  Room 
Temperature Af ter  Equi i i bra t ioh  a t  550°C; experimental 
values a r e  a lso  shown for  comparison. 
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Figure  14. Calculr ted Hole WDI i i ? v  a t  77 5 as i :  function ?f t h  
P a r t 4  - l Pressure of Hg f o r  Phorol~orus Doped (10'~cm-') 
and Undoped Hgo. &do, *Te Crysta I s Queii:hc,d t o  Room 
Temperature A f t e r  r . t i 1  i b r z t i o n  a t  6CC5(J ;  experimental 
values a r e  a lso  shown for  comparison, 
D. Comparison with the Defect State in Phosphorus Doped CdTe 
The defect model established in the present work for phosphorus doped 
HK Cd TI. t s  vibrv slral1;ir to the on,. i~strrhll~hed far pl~osplboru~ clcq~trl t:tl'I'~+ 0. u - 0. ? 
. [l]. In both HgO.ICdO. *TP and CdTr. pltusphorus occupies interstit ial and T r  
ldttices acti~o, as an acceptor while it acts as a donor occupying metal lattice 
sites. The difference however is that isolated phosphorus donor species are 
found to be triply ionized in cdte-[l] whereas in Hg Cd Te it is found to 0.8 0.2 
be present only in the singly ionized state. Considering that the band gap of 
Hg Cd Te is only 0.1 eV compared with the value of 1.6 eV for CdTe it is 0.0 0.2 
understandable that the energy levels of the doubly and triply ionized states 
of the p:losphorus donor species could lie below the valance band edge in 
HgO. *CdO. 2Te whereas tl1c.y 1 ie witllin t11r gap in CdTe. In hot11 Ilr;OaOCdo- Z'rt- : I I I ~  
CdTe a large concentratioe of phosphorus is found to be present as neutral 
pairs (P P . ) ~  and (P P respectively. At lw Hg pressures a considerable 
Hg 1 Cd i 
fraction of phosphorus is found to be present as (P V 1 '  and (P V ) '  in 
Hg Hg H s H g  
(Hg0.8Cdo, :)Te whereas similar species (P V 1 ' and (P V ' have not been Cd Cd Cd Cd 
reported for Ca 'e [A]. 
Phosphorus doped Hgo.&do,2Te single crystals wcn annealed at 
450°C t o  600°C i n  d i f ferent  par t ia l  pressures of tk~.  Hall effect masurements 
were made on crystals quenched t o  roan te-rature a f te r  the anneals. The 
resul ts are explained on the b s i s  of a defect mdel  i n  which phosphorus 
behaves amphoterically acting as a single acceptor i n  i n t e r s t i t i a l  s i tes  a t  
1 high Hg pressures and occupying Te l a t t i c e  s i tes  (Pi and 4,) and as a 
single donor occupying Hg l a t t i c e  s i tes (PG). Host of the phosphorous 
appears t o  be present as neutral pairs (PiPlig)' a t  noderate lig pressures 
while a considerable f ract ion also exists paired with the native acceptor 
defects (PHgVHg)' and (PngVb)' a t  la, Hg pressures. Equil ibrium 
constants fo r  the incorporation o f  the various phosphorous specics have been 
evaluated. 
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SECTION 4 
SUllCLRY 
Single c rys ta l  samples of undoped and doped Hgl,xCd,Te were 
annealed a t  varyinq temperatures and p a r t i a l  pressures o f  Hg. Ha l l  e f f e c t  and 
mob i l i t y  measurements were car r ied  out on these samples a f t e r  quenching t o  room 
temperature. Based on the va r ia t i on  of the c a r r i e r  concentration and the 
c a r r i e r  mob i l i t y  as a function o f  the p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg, tenperature and 
dopant concentration, defect models have been establ ished f o r  the doped and the 
undoped crysta ls .  These models ind ica te  tha t  the na t ive  acceptor defects i n  
both Hgo.8Cdo.2Te and Hgo.6Cdo.bTe are doubly ionized and the na t ive  
donor defects are neg l i g ib le  i n  concentration, implying tha t  p t o  n conversion 
i n  these a1 1 oys occurs due only t o  residual donors. lncorporat ion mechanisms 
of copper, indium, iod ine and phosphorus have been investigated. Copper and 
indium appear t o  occupy only Hg l a t t i c e  s i t e s  ac t ing  as s ing le  acceptor and 
s ing le  donor respect ively,  whereas iodine i s  found t o  act  as a s ing le  donor 
occupying only  Te l a t t i c e  s i tes.  A large concentration o f  indium i s  found t o  
be incorporated as In2Te3 w i th  only a small f r a c t i o n  ac t ing  7 donors. I n  
c rys ta ls  doped w i th  iod ine a large f rac t i on  o f  iod ine i s  found t o  be pai red 
w i t 3  the na t ive  acceptor defects. Results on c rys ta l s  doped w i th  phosphorus 
ind ica te  tha t  phosphorus behaves amphoterically ac t ing  as a donor on Hg l a t t i c e  
s i t e s  and as an acceptor i n t e r s t i t i a l l y  on Te l a t t i c e  si tes. A ma jor i ty  of the 
phosphorus i s  found t o  be present as neutra l  species formed from the p a i r i n g  
react ion between phosphorus on Hg 1 a t t  i c e  s i t es  and phosphorus i n  i n t e r s t i t i a l  
s i tes.  Equi l ibr ium constants for  the i n t r i n s i c  exc i t a t i on  react ion as wel l  as 
f o r  the incorporat ion o f  the d i f fe ren t  dopants and the nat ive acceptor defects 
have a l l  been established. These constants s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  expla in a l l  the 
experimental resu l ts  i n  the undoped as wel l  as the doped crysta ls .  
As a resu l t  o f  the work performed on t h i s  prograq, i t  i s  possib le t o  
p red ic t  the nature and concentration o f  defects obtained i n  Hgl,xCdxTe 
compounds as a funct ion o f  the annealing temperature, p a r t i a l  pressure o f  Hg 
and dopant concentration. It i s  now possible t o  vary the concentration o f  
defects cont ro l lab ly  as a funct ion o f  the c rys ta l  preparat ion condit ions and i n  
t u rn  cor re la te  the physical charac ter is t i cs  such as c a r r i e r  1 i fe t  ime and 
c a r r i e r  concentrations w i th  defect centers i n  the crysta ls .  
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